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INSCRIPTION 

 

Metaphor lives a secret life all around us. […]  Metaphorical thinking is essential to how we 

understand ourselves and others, how we communicate, learn, discover, and invent. But 

metaphor is a way of thought before it is a way with words. 

 

  (Geary, 2012)  

 

 

To myself  
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ABSTRACT 

 

    Le metafore sono un meccanismo pervasivo che gli umani utilizzano nel loro linguaggio di 

tutti i giorni. È risaputo come le metafore rappresentino un mapping tra due concetti e come 

sia imperativo trovare un modo efficace per rappresentarle in un ambiente computazionale. 

Questo studio mira a esplorare una possibile rappresentazione per incrementare l’accuratezza 

delle macchine nell’interpretazione delle metafore (visive). In modo più specifico, investiga 

l’uso di vettori per ottenere aggettivi che potrebbero potenzialmente descrivere una data 

metafora. Inoltre, poiché nel mondo della pubblicità e del marketing l’uso di metafore visive è 

piuttosto estensivo, questo studio affronta un compito di classificazione di immagini per creare 

successivamente una pipeline da utilizzare nell’interpretazione di metafore visive. 

Il dataset di metafore usato per questa tesi è stato ricavato dalla tesi di laurea magistrale di 

Alice Coli (2016). Le metafore erano rappresentate da settantaquattro coppie source-target: 

alcune di queste erano metafore ben note e utilizzate di frequente, p.e. TEMPO È DENARO; 

mentre altre erano meno comuni, ma tuttavia altamente comprensibili, p.e. UN ACROBATA 

È UNA FARFALLA. Come si può capire dalla descrizione del suo progetto, nel dataset 

raccolto da Coli (2016) sono state ulteriormente analizzate in termini di famigliarità, qualità, 

innovazione, valenza, concretezza, e comprensibilità.  

A tutti questi fattori è stato assegnato un valore da 3 a 7, e il tratto di comprensibilità ha 

dimostrato come la maggior parte delle metafore fossero altamente comprensibili. Molto 

probabilmente quando si lavora con le metafore è molto difficile riuscire a raggiungere il valore 

massimo per quanto riguarda la comprensibilità. Infatti, il meccanismo di mapping che sta alla 

base delle metafore non è un processo diretto e semplice. L’idea di metafora stessa è appunto 

quella di rompere fino a un certo punto il concetto rappresentato nel dominio target.  

Sia il lavoro che il dataset di 74 coppie source-target erano in italiano, mentre questa tesi e 

questo lavoro sono stati condotti in inglese. Quindi, una traduzione dei nomi che costituivano 

le source e i target è stata portata a termine. I significati delle metafore sono comunque rimasti 

costanti passando da una lingua all’altra; perciò, non si è sentita la necessità di eliminare alcune 

coppie dalla lista, in quanto la traduzione aveva mantenuto intatte le relazioni tra dominii.  

Oltre al dataset costituito da Coli (2016), sono state aggiunte ulteriori dieci metafore nel dataset 

finale, a causa di alcune difficoltà nel trovare immagini rappresentati i dominii nella parte di 

Computer Vision del progetto. Queste dieci metafore sono state scaricate dal sito 

leverageedu.com (Sidrah, 2021). La pagina nel sito di riferimento contiene le metafore più 
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comuni in inglese, ordinate dalle più semplici alle più complesse. In particolar modo, questo 

sito può essere utilizzato nella preparazione per le certificazioni di lingua inglese, visto che le 

metafore elencate sono spesso usate nella sezione di Use of English dei suddetti esami; tuttavia, 

è utile in genere agli studenti che vogliono migliorare e arricchire le loro conoscenze sulle 

metafore ed espressioni idiomatiche inglesi.  

La teoria sulla rappresentazione delle metafore in un ambiente computazionale è stata testata 

attraverso due esperimenti, dove il primo ha dato risultati inconcludenti. L’esperimento 1 

voleva raggiungere lo scopo finale nel modo più semplice possibile, senza creare nuovi 

funzioni o metodi computazionali troppo costosi. Per ogni source e target si è creata una lista, 

dove tutti gli aggettivi relativi a quella source o a quel target sono stati inseriti. Gli aggettivi 

sono stati scaricati da Sketch Engine (Kilgarriff, Rychlý, Smrz, & Tugwell, 2004). attraverso 

l’opzione Word Sketch, mentre il corpus di riferimento era il ukWAC 2007 (Ferraresi, 

Zanchetta, Bernardini, & Baroni, 2008). Gli aggettivi sono stati successivamente filtrati 

attraverso un set di Python per tenere solo gli aggettivi descrittivi. In altre parole, nomi che 

cambiavano classe per diventare aggettivi o aggettivi relazionali (ovvero, aggettivi derivati da 

nomi) o verbi sono stati esclusi. Questo set è stato creato attraverso NLTK (Loper & Bird, 

2002) e WordNet (Miller, Beckwith, & Fellbaum, 1990): all’inizio del codice è stato inserito 

un set vuoto; poi, un’iterazione su aggettivi (‘a’) e satelliti (‘s’) ha condotto ad iterare 

ulteriormente su tutti i synset di Wordnet che erano classificati con quelle parts of speech; 

successivamente, soltanto i lemma sei suddetti synset sono stati selezionati; infine, se 

l’aggettivo risultava relazionale – ovvero, se derivava da un nome – veniva bypassato dal 

codice, altrimenti veniva inserito nel set definito all’inizio. L’ultimo step dell’esperimento 1 è 

stato quello di comparare le liste di aggettivi dei domini di source e target in una certa coppia. 

Il confronto mirava a cercare aggettivi che fossero comuni ad entrambi i dominii, visto che le 

metafore scelte per il dataset erano tutte convenzionali.  

Questo metodo è sicuramente semplice e veloce; tuttavia, non ha dato i risultati sperati. È stato 

condotto un test su sei coppie source-target scelte in modo casuale, ma nessun pattern 

significante o affidabile è stato rinvenuto. Dunque, è giusto presupporre che il primo 

esperimento sia da classificare come inconcludente.  

L’esperimento 2, invece, ha fatto uso di una funzione creata appositamente su Python, che usa 

la manipolazione di vettori e la similarità coseno per ritornare alcuni aggettivi che potrebbero 

(così come no) descrivere una data metafora. Innanzitutto, è stato creato un dizionario con le 

source come chiavi e gli aggettivi associati alla source come valori, in modo tale che l’accesso 

a tali aggettivi risultasse più semplice per la funzione. L’idea alla base dell’esperimento 2 tiene 
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in considerazione solo gli aggettivi relativi alla source, non quelli relativi al target: lo scopo 

sarebbe quello di imitare il processo di mapping che avviene nel cervello umano, quando si 

crea una metafora. Dato il fatto che gli umani trasferiscono alcune qualità (ovvero, aggettivi) 

della source al target, l’esperimento 2 cerca di replicare questa attività. La funzione creata 

riceve in input gli aggettivi di una data source e il target come stringa, presi da una data coppia 

di source-target. In seguito, la funzione ottiene i vettori per ogni parola da fastText e mette in 

atto sia una moltiplicazione che un’addizione tra il target e ogni aggettivo. In questo modo, è 

possibile ottenere dei vettori risultati che rappresentano un target modificato. Infine, la 

funziona calcola la similarità coseno tra il target ‘puro’ e ogni target ‘modificato’ per ogni 

coppia source-target, ritornando i dieci aggettivi che avevano portato ai valori più alti di 

similarità.  

Per quanto riguarda la parte di computer vision, il compito di classificazione d’immagine è 

stato raggiunto attraverso l’allenamento di ResNet50 su un dataset personalizzato; le immagini, 

invece sono state ottenute dal dataset ImageNet (Deng, et al., 2009). Sfortunatamente, visto 

che molte source e target sono rappresentati da nomi astratti – il che rende difficile la 

rappresentazione attraverso un’immagine – le metafore del dataset per la parte di computer 

vision erano venti coppie. 

Per esaminare l’accuratezza nello scegliere gli aggettivi corretti per ogni metafora, è stato 

distribuito un questionario su Qualtrics a persone con un livello di inglese almeno B2. Ai 

partecipanti sono state date undici scelte: le prime dieci erano gli aggettivi ritornati dalla 

macchina, mentre l’undicesima era un box vuoto dove loro potevano inserire altri aggettivi, 

che secondo la loro opinione risultavano consoni a descrivere la metafora. Le risposte sono 

state analizzate usando precision at k. I risultati hanno mostrato come i partecipanti fossero 

generalmente d’accordo con le scelte della macchina. In generale i partecipanti hanno scelto 

almeno una delle prime dieci scelte per ogni domanda, provando come la macchina abbia 

sempre scelto almeno un aggettivo corretto. Sebbene gli individui abbiano inserito talvolta 

ulteriori aggettivi nel box, per nessuna delle 84 domande hanno scelto come unica risposta 

l’undicesima. L’analisi di precisione che assegnava valore 1 ad ogni aggettivo che avesse 

ricevuto almeno 1 voto dai partecipanti ha riportato una precision-at-10 pari a 61%. Inoltre, 

un’analisi di regressione multipla ha sottolineato come l’indice di ‘innovatezza’ della metafora 

fosse legato alla precisione della funzione: più innovative erano le coppie metaforiche, più 

precisa era la selezione di aggettivi che potevano descriverle. Questo potrebbe avere dei risvolti 

positivi sull’interpretazione delle novel metaphors. Di conseguenza, in accordo con la 

decisione dei partecipanti, la teoria per l’interpretazione metaforica della macchina è affidabile. 
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Per quanto riguarda la parte delle immagini, la rete neurale ResNet50 ha riportato 

un’accuratezza nella fase di testing dell’82%, in linea con i risultati nel campo del 

riconoscimento di immagini e notevole data la dimensione ridotta del dataset. Anche le singole 

classi hanno dimostrato delle buone accuratezze in generale, dimostrando come una pipeline 

possa essere plausibile nell’interpretazione di metafore visive.   

I risultati suggeriscono come la funzione veloce dal punto di vista computazionale per 

l’interpretazione delle metafore funzioni, e come l’approccio possa essere implementato in 

modelli più complessi nell’ambito della comprensione del linguaggio naturale. Su questa base, 

il concetto teorico alla base di questo studio dovrebbe essere tenuto in considerazione nel creare 

modelli per l’interpretazione metaforica. 
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1. LITERATURE REVIEW 

1.1 The Theory of Metaphors 

1.1.1 What is a metaphor? 

 

    Describing a metaphor seems to be particularly demanding. Were a person to ask a friend 

what a metaphor is, the friend would most likely make a famous example coming from a classic 

novel, or a poem, rather than a song. Plausibly, every English-speaking person knows the 

metaphor written by William Shakespeare “All the world’s a stage, and all the men and women 

merely players” (Shakespeare, 1623). If they were to explain this metaphor, they would 

probably say that the author is comparing ‘the world’ to a stage and that humans on this planet 

are the actors. The interpretation is technically correct, however, this is not the explanation of 

what a metaphor is.  

The study of metaphor as it is now established, did not begin centuries ago; indeed it started 

with arguably the greatest psychiatrist of all times: Sigmund Freud (Freud, 1914). In his Zur 

Einführung des Narzißmus, Freud clearly states how the study of metaphors is a necessity for 

the advancement of psychoanalytic theorising. Especially, when interpreting dreams, Freud 

maps the meaning of the dream into the waking life, which exactly the same process of 

linguistic metaphors. Nevertheless, this view on metaphors was naturally, and rather obviously, 

a standpoint of psychiatry and psychology.  

    The most known theory on metaphors, linguistically speaking, was made by George Lakoff, 

an American cognitive linguist and philosopher. In 1980, he published one of his most famous 

works Metaphors We Live By, written with Mark Johnson. This book became revolutionary 

because of the approach and view it gave to the metaphors, especially with the exploration of 

“conceptual metaphors”. 

Generally speaking, in cognitive linguistics, a metaphor is described as “understanding one 

conceptual domain in terms of another conceptual domain” (Kovecses, et al., 2010). An 

example may be interpreting the concept of life or love in terms of the concept of journey.  

Basically, speakers interpret ‘life’ as if it were a ‘journey’, a very unnatural task to do, but  

that for humans seems to work perfectly fine.  

    The work by Lakoff and Johnson is revolutionary for one simple reason. Metaphors had 

always been treated to be proper to language exclusively, as if they were a mere linguistic 

phenomenon. Nevertheless, the authors went against this view, by considering that behind the 
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linguistic expression itself, there was a mapping between two concepts, where one was 

interpreted by the means of the other. And this view, which to this day is still long-standing, 

has become known to the general public as the view of ‘conceptual metaphor’.  

The first example Lakoff and Johnson (1980) make is ARGUMENT IS WAR1. In the everyday 

language, speakers do not use the original conceptual metaphor as a realisation of the mapping 

processes between the two concepts, but creates linguistic expressions which are the realisation 

of the main conceptual metaphor. Examples of lingusitic realisations of the before-mentioned 

conceptual metaphors can be found below (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980, p. 4).  

 

- Your claims are indefensible. 

- He attcked every weak point in my argument. 

- His criticisms were right on target. 

- I demolished his argument. 

- I’ve never won an argument with him. 

- You disagree? Okay, shoot! 

- If you use that strategy, he’ll wipe you out. 

- He shot down all of my arguments. 

 

What happens in cases where speakers pronounce those sentences, and therefore apply the 

conceptual metaphor above mentioned, is that they do not only talk about arguing or having a  

discussion with someone, but they do so as if they were at war or in a battle. They are giving a 

certain shape to the characteristics of arguing: this is where it is possible to see how pervasive 

conceptual metaphors are and how they model our culture.  

In this case, the two individuals involved in the argument are not simply exchanging ideas or 

taking turns – as if they were having a conversation: they are attacking the arguments, and they 

may win (or lose) the argument.  

    This is the reason why metaphors are technically claimed to be a mapping from one concept 

to another. Speakers are transferring the qualities of one concept into another, so that the 

receiving argument will be looked at and perceived under a new light. One of the focal aspects 

about metaphors and metaphorical concepts is their systematicity, i.e. they seem to follow the 

same structural and cognitive pattern. This feature is vital when it comes to interpret the 

 
1 From this point onwards: the metaphors written with upper-case letters are the conceptual metaphors; the 

metaphors written with lower-case letters and in italics are the linguistic expressions of a conceptual metaphor. 
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metaphor itself. Let us grasp another example of conceptual metaphor and its realizations: 

TIME IS MONEY (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980, p. 7-8). 

- You’re wasting my time. 

- That flat tire cost me an hour. 

- I don’t have the time to give you. 

- I’ve invested a lot of time in her. 

- You’re running out of time. 

- Is that worth your while? 

- He’s living on borrowed time. 

- I lost a lot of time when I got sick. 

- Thank you for your time.  

 

The second linguistic realisation above-mentioned, that flat tire cost me an hour, is a metaphor 

because the person saying it is not really paying for the time. It is not possible to pay for the 

time, nor it is possible to lose time, because time is not a concrete object. Money, on the other 

hand, can be spent, can be earned, can be lost, and can be used to buy other concrete goods or 

services. Therefore, to give the idea that it was not in the person’s intentions to arrive late or 

make their friend wait for an hour, this person attributes qualities (of money) to time, which 

normally does not have because of its nature. There was a problem, which took an hour to be 

solved. However, the same idea is more vividly represented if time is understood in terms of 

money.  

What remains the same throughout all realisations is the attribution of certain qualities of one 

domain to another, i.e., the systematicity. Because the mechanism of interpreting the metaphor 

is always the same, speakers select the most striking quality, or the quality with greater 

emotional impact, of one domain and map it into the other.  

    Nowadays, these metaphors, as many others, have entered contemporary English 

dictionaries; speakers do not even recognise them as such, if at all, and they would most likely 

describe them as “fixed phrases or sentences”: this shows how powerful and pervasive 

metaphors can be and why they deserve research.  

    The most striking claim that Lakoff and Johnson (1980) make is that it is not only a matter 

of language, a matter of words. Metaphors do not exclusively stop at a word level, but they 

extend to all “thought processes” (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980, p. 6). What is meant by the authors 

is that metaphors usually follow a pattern. Therefore, the conceptual metaphor ARGUMENT 

IS WAR will be represented by certain actions that speakers do and do not do when arguing. 
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The reason for this feature is that speakers have internalised and conceptualised the ‘argument’ 

in terms of a battle, essentially. This consequently influences not only the way individuals think 

or reason about arguing, but also how they behave, since humans’ behaviour is based on a 

system of beliefs. If it is claimed that metaphors reflect a conceptual representation, then it is 

also implied that metaphorical language mirrors what and how individuals think.  

One example comes from Thibodeau and Boroditsky (2011), where they tried to investigate 

how metaphors may – or may not – influence the way speakers think or perceive the world. In 

their study, participants had to read a description of a crime, which was described either as a 

‘beast’ or as a ‘virus’ diffusing in a city. Subsequently, they were asked to come up with a 

solution about how the city should behave to fight this crime.  

The researchers discovered that participants exposed to the crime described as a ‘beast’ were 

more likely to offer a solition oriented to increasing forces (e.g., more police officers). In 

contrast, participants exposed to the crime described as a ‘virus’, offered as a possible solution 

studying the issue at its root, and understand why such a crime was brought to light in the first 

place – namely, what scientists do when they study a virus.   

This is the main reason why Lakoff and Johnson introduced the idea of conceptual metaphor 

and they reasoned in terms of metaphorical concepts: “Metaphors as linguistic expressions are 

possible precisely because there are metaphors in a person’s conceptual system” (Lakoff & 

Johnson, 1980, p. 6).  
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1.1.2. The source and the target domains 

    

    In the previous chapter, it was discussed how metaphors function as the mapping from one 

domain to another. In technical terms, a metaphor has a source domain (from which speakers 

select the qualities) and a target domain (to which speakers assign the previously chosen 

qualities).  

In order to understand which domain is the source or target, let us take the two previous 

examples: ARGUMENT IS WAR and TIME IS MONEY. In the first case, ‘war’ is the source 

domain and ‘argument’ is the target domain, while in the second case, ‘money’ is the source 

domain and ‘time’ is the target domain. To make it easier and more comprehensible, Lakoff 

and Johnson (1980) assign to conceptual metaphors a mapping of the type: TARGET-

DOMAIN IS SOURCE-DOMAIN. The source domain can be a noun, as in the examples just 

suggested, or it can also be a preposition (e.g., directional metaphors, which will be discussed 

in the next section). Usually, source domains tend to be more concrete, they may refer to an 

object, e.g., ‘money’, although it is possible to find more abstract concepts, e.g., ‘argument’. 

Instead, target domains tend to be more abstract or anyway less delineated: examples may be 

‘love’ or ‘time’, albeit it is not impossible to find common concrete nouns, e.g., ‘person’ or 

‘snow’ (see THE SNOW IS A BLANKET).  

    An interested work has been carried out on the most common source domains by Alice 

Deignan (1995), where she offered a complete and systematic survey on the topic. Here, only 

the main source domains will be mentioned.  

The first most common source domain is definitely the human body, and usually various parts 

of it are used as source, e.g., face, legs, head, heart. Linguistc realisations with these sources 

would be:  

 

- The heart of the problem 

- The head of the department 

 

Another widespread source domain is the domain of animals since it is extremely vast. It seems 

to be quite productive when it comes to metaphors, as well. Animals are often associated to 

humans, who are instilled with a specific animal’s property. Examples of animals mentioned 

are lion, tiger, brute, fox, cow, snake, etc.   
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Machines and tools are also often used. Humans in their everyday life use machines and devices 

very often, smartphones have become an extension of ourselves. The mind or more in general 

individuals are often associated to a machine (Lakoff, Espenson, & Schwartz, 1991). Examples 

may be:  

 

- He had a breakdown. 

- I wonder what makes him tick. 

- Fuel up with a good breakfast. 

- She produces a book every year. 

 

Other well diffused metaphors involve the domain of heat or of fire as source domains, 

especially when the metaphor takes emotions and passions as target domains. Rage, love, 

anger, hate and passion are often described as burning; or a person may be smoldering with 

anger.  

Deignan (1995) goes on providing other typical source domains, such as health and illness, 

plants, buildings and construction, games and sport, money, cooking and food, light and 

darkness, forces.  

Interesting is the fact that source domains do not necessarily have to be more or less concrete 

objects or concepts. Indeed, sources can also be movements and directions, which may sound 

counter-intuitive to a certain extent, but it actually is not. Examples may be the following:  

 

- He went crazy. 

- She solved the problem step by step. 

- Our economy is galloping ahead.  

 

These examples are however different from orientational metaphors (chapter 1.1.3): in these 

cases, the source domain involves a movement or direction which leads to a change of location 

or state.  

Let us consider the first realisation (i.e., he went crazy): the man did not actually move and go 

to a destination called ‘crazy’; the person simply had a mental breakdown or maybe overreacted 

to a certain situation. However, as it was previously said about TIME IS MONEY, the idea of 

this man losing his temper and make a scene is better expressed through he went crazy, rather 

than a simple verb like ‘overreact’.  
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    The same reasoning and type of survey which Deignan (1995) carried out for source 

domains, was implemented for target domains as well, the other half of the metaphor. Generally 

speaking, it would be possible to claim that target domains are usually abstract, they do not 

have a clear delineation; therefore, the association to a more defined domain (i.e. the source) 

allows the target to have more structure and shape.  

Among the most diffused target domains we find feelings or emotions, in all their declinations. 

These types of concepts are primarily understood in terms of another concept, i.e., through a 

metaphor. An interesting fact about emotions as target domain is that their source domain 

usually involves movements or forces, as in he unleashed his anger or she was deeply moved. 

It is not too farfetch, though, since the etimology of the word itself involves movement. 

‘Emotion’ derives from French ‘émotion’, which is a derivation of ‘émouvoir’ meaning ‘to set 

in motion’. The French words derive from Latin ‘e-’ meaning ‘out’ and ‘movere’, which means 

indeed ‘to move’ (Treccani, 2021).  

Other two distinguished domains which often appear as targets are morality and thought. While 

morality (often including goodness and badness) is usually understood in terms of concrete 

concepts, e.g., economic transactions, light or darkness, orientations (example: I’ll pay you 

back for this), thoughts are interpreted in terms of less concrete services. The main reason why 

this is the case is that researchers still do not know much about how thoughts are represented 

in the brain and how exactly thinking works. Therefore, it is quite natural that speakers try to 

grasp them by using metaphors: usually, rational thinking is seen as work, while more passive 

aspects of thoughts are represented through perception, e.g., seeing.  

Examples for this target may be:  

 

- She’s grinding out new ideas. 

- He hammered the point home. 

- He searched for the memory. 

- I see your point 

 

Deignan (1995) continues providing other target domains which appear the most frequently, 

including: economy, human relationships, communication, time, life (or death) and religion.  

    Another interesting and fundamental feature of metaphors is the fact that the relationship 

between targets and sources is not reversible. Considering the conceptual metaphor 

ARGUMENT IS WAR, it is not possible to find another conceptual metaphor with the same 

concepts but with reversed roles, e.g. WAR IS ARGUMENT. Indeed, the mapping from source 
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to target is usually unidirectional, and even if it is possible to revert the roles, either the 

metaphoricity disappears or the metaphor completely changes the value of its linguistic 

realisations.  

For instance, the metaphor ANGER IS A STORM, has some linguistic realisations, which may 

be (Kovecses, et al., 2010):  

 

- It was a stormy meeting. 

- He stormed out of the room 

 

It is possible to revert the roles between the target and the source, obtaining A STORM IS 

ANGER; however, the linguistic realisations will be subject to change as well (Kovecses, et 

al., 2010):  

 

- Those are some angry waves. 

- The storm was raging for hours 

 

Kovecses and colleagues (2010), nevertheless, suggest that there are certain conceptual 

metaphors, which are actually reversible. These are generally of the type NOUN IS NOUN, 

meaning both the source domain and the target domain are represented by nouns in the 

language. The researchers take as an example the realisation This surgeon is a butcher. This 

expression of the conceptual metaphor is perfectly reversible, by just switching the two nouns, 

This butcher is a surgeon. However, what is possible to remark is that the meaning does not 

remain intact, it actually shifts. Both sentences are readily accepted, but they are not 

synonymous.  

The reason for this phenomenon given by the authors is that both nouns in the linguistic 

expression belong to the same “level of abstraction and […] they represent a particular 

‘meaning focus’ in their source domain status” (Kovecses, et al., 2010, p. 28). Let us consider 

the source and target of the realisation This surgeon is a butcher: both ‘surgeon’ and ‘butcher’ 

identify two individuals, with different work positions, who have a role in society. The “level 

of abstraction” mentioned before (Kovecses, et al., 2010, p. 28) refers to whether both nouns 

refer to similar entities. Therefore, a metaphor is reversible exclusively when both source and 

target represent equally abstract – or concrete – nouns: e.g., both indicate humans, both indicate 

feelings, both indicate objects, etc.  
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    As it was previously mentioned, in order for speakers to understand the mapping between 

the target domain and the source domain, there must be an interaction between the two sides, 

otherwise the metaphor would not be understood and the conversation would most likely break 

down. There is, nevertheless, a rule followed by the mapping between the two domains, called 

“The Invariance Principle” (Lakoff, 1994). The author describes this principle as the fact that 

metaphorical mappings “preserve the cognitive topology of the source domain” (Lakoff, 1994, 

p. 13). This principle is extremely important, almost vital in the comprehension of metaphors, 

because it gives constraints to the mapping itself, which means it is not as free as speakers may 

think.  

The rule, therefore, guarantees what follows: interiors are mapped onto interiors, exteriors are  

mapped onto exteriors, and never the other way round.  If the metaphor is directional, or if the 

metaphor involves a path, sources are mapped into sources, goals are mapped into goals, and 

the list continues. Indeed, it is not possible to find a case where, for instance, the source domain 

interior will map onto a target domain exterior. Where the Invariance Principle not to be 

respected, the metaphor would not make any sense. Following the example given by Lakoff 

(1994), let us consider the metaphor CLASSICAL CATEGORIES ARE CONTAINERS, 

which always has to respect the classical syllogism of “If X is in category A, and A is in 

category B, then X is in category B” (Lakoff, 1994, p. 11). If a metaphor describes a relation 

where B is in X, the syllogism is not respected – just like the Invariance Principle – and the 

metaphor will not sort its effects. An example would be that of the conceptual metaphor 

SHAPES ARE CONTAINERS, for which a possible realisation would be It was a block of 

chocolate in the form of a cable car. Note that, however, it is not possible to say the form of 

the cable car had a block of chocolate inside. To put it in Lakoff’s words, “This simply does 

not happen” (Lakoff, 1994, p. 13).  
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1.1.3 Different types of linguistic metaphors 

 

    The metaphor realm is very diversified, the members can be more or less conventional, they 

may have different functions, and their level of generality can change substantially, i.e., some 

metaphors are more general than others.  

    The first big category with which it is possible to classify metaphors is their conventionality. 

As Kovecses et al. (2010, p. 34) suggest, the conventionality of a metaphor can be described 

with the “usage [of that metaphor] of a linguistic community”. As it can be imagined, both 

conceptual metaphors and their linguistic realisations are subject to a certain degree of 

conventionality.  

Let us consider some other examples, different from those in the previous two sections: IDEAS 

ARE FOOD and LIFE IS A JOURNEY. For the first conceptual metaphor, a realisation may 

be: I can’t digest all these facts; while for the second conceptual metaphor, the linguistic 

expression may be of the sort: He had a head start in life. It is certainly possible to affirm that 

these metaphorical expressions are highly conventional, meaning they are well established in 

the English-speaking community, and speakers may use them quite frequently. As is it was 

previously assumed in the first section, were speakers to classify these types of sentences, they 

would most likely classify them as ‘collocations’ or ‘fixed phrases’; it is very unlikely that they 

would describe them as metaphors. It is obvious to a certain extent that since these expressions 

are highly conventionalised, they also have an impact on the way speakers think about or 

understand a certain concept, e.g., ideas or life. Therefore, it would be possible to claim that 

the higher the conventionality of a certain conceptual metaphor, the greater will be the impact 

on the understanding of the concepts involved in the said metaphor.  

    Conventional metaphors stay on one side of the “scale of conventionality” (Kovecses, et al., 

2010, p. 35), however the scale has another side, on which it is possible to find unconventional 

metaphors, known as novel metaphors. Novel metaphors do not necessarily have to arise from 

novel conceptual metaphors. The conceptual metaphor may be conventional, e.g., LIFE IS 

JOURNEY, however, the linguistic realisation is not conventional. An example in this case 

may be (Frost, 1916):  

 

Two roads diverged in a wood, and I –  

I took the one less travelled by,  

And that has made all the difference.  
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Now, considering this example, which is a passage of the poem The Road Not Taken, by Robert 

Frost (1916), it is clear that the poet uses the conceptual metaphor of LIFE IS JOURNEY, 

however, the way it expresses it, the linguistic realisation he employs to do so, is highly 

unconventionalised. Most likely, before him, nobody had used the same words, in that order, 

to express the conventional conceptual metaphor mentioned.  

That being said, Frost was not the first and will not be the last poet or writer to invent a novel 

metaphorical expression for a conventional conceptual metaphor. It is, indeed, widely hold that 

the vast majority of novel metaphors are generated in literature or in general-public-related 

worlds, e.g., politics (Kovecses, et al., 2010).  

What is fascinating, though, is that it is fairly easy to find novel metaphorical expressions for 

highly conventionalised conceptual metaphor, however, it is extremely hard to find novel 

conceptual metaphors. Kovecses and colleagues (2010, p. 36) take into consideration the 

conceptual metaphor LOVE IS A JOURNEY, and while the target domain (i.e., love) can be 

associated to other source domains to form equally conventionalised metaphors, it is not 

possible to find other source domains in order to creat novel conceptual metaphors.  

Other coventionalised conceptual metaphors involving LOVE as target domain have as sources 

FIRE (I’m burning with love), PHYSICAL FORCES (He attracts me irresistibly), NATURAL 

FORCES (He was swept off his feet), ILLNESS (She has it bad), MAGIC (I’m enchanted), 

GAME (He’s playing hard to get), and so on.  

The take-home point in this reasoning is that speakers do not really think of, or understand love 

in terms of other concepts, aside from those that are conventional. In other words, speakers do 

not create novel conceptual metaphors with LOVE as target. They may use less conventional 

source-target pairs, e.g., LOVE IS A COLLABORATIVE WORK OF ART (Lakoff & 

Johnson, 1980), but they do not create an unconventional conceptual metaphor. The rationale 

behind it is that speakers understand love perfectly in those terms, and there is no need to look 

for others. When the experiences are not enough to comprehend a certain target domain, then 

speakers create a novel conceptual metaphor to better understand it and maybe even explain it. 

    The second category which is worth mentioned if the intention is that of classifying 

conceptual metaphors is their cognitive function. Cognitive function is defined as “the function 

of metaphor for ordinary people in thinking about and seeing the world” (Kovecses, et al., 

2010, p. 37). This big category has itself 3 subcategories, in which it is possible to make 
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metaphors fall in: structural metaphors, ontological metaphors, and orientational metaphors. A 

brief explanation of the three subcategories will be given, without providing many details.2  

In structural metaphors, the source domain contains a rich knowledge of the structure for the 

target domain, or at least relatively. This means, that the (cognitive) function of these types of 

metaphors is that of making speakers understand the target X in terms of the source Y. This 

corresponds to the mapping, as it was previously explained in the second section. All the 

examples provided so far of conceptual metaphors are structural metaphors. 

Compared to the previous subcategory, in ontological metaphors the source domain does not 

provide as much structure knowledge. Their cognitive function is that of giving a “new 

ontological status” (Kovecses, et al., 2010, p. 38) to the target domain. Speakers assing features 

proper to objects or substances to many target domains, even though their knowledge about 

those source domain is rather general or limited. However, speakers find it important to 

understand many of their experiences in terms of objects or substances. A very simple example 

can be found in the conceptual metaphor THE MIND IS A MACHINE. Not even researches 

or neurosurgeons know exactly how our mind appears to be, what its shape is, and so on. 

Nevertheless, there is a metaphor that assigns the mind to a machine, although it is not clear 

what type of machine it is talked about.  

A more general instance of ontological metaphor is the personification, since speakers assign 

human features to non-human entitites. Individuals seem to know quite a lot about themselves, 

and therefore they use this knowledge and apply it to a source domain they know very little of 

in order to understand it better.  

Finally, the last subcategory belongs to the orientational metaphors. These kinds of metaphors 

provide speakers with even less knowledge about the target domains than the ontological 

metaphors. These metaphors are called orientational simply because the source domain is a 

spatial orientation which humans appear to use very often. Examples (Lakoff, Espenson, & 

Schwartz, 1991) may be:  

 

MORE IS UP / LESS IS DOWN:  

- Speak up. 

- Keep your voice down. 

 

 
2 For a more detailed description, please refer to Kovecses et al. (2010, pp. 37-42) 
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HAPPY IS UP / SAD IS DOWN:  

- That boosted my spirit 

- I fell into depression.  

 

FORSEEABLE FUTURE IS UP (AND AHEAD) 

• What’s coming up this week? 

 

A fil rouge which seems to connect all orientational metaphor is that an upward direction tends 

to pair with a positive feeling or evaluation, while a downward direction tends to go with a 

negative evaluation.  

    The last great category for classifying metaphors, which nevertheless regards conceptual 

metaphors only, is the generality. As it was previously stated, conceptual metaphors can be 

either generic-level metaphors or specific-level metaphors. The conceptual metaphors analysed 

in the previous sections (e.g., LOVE IS A JOURNEY, ARGUMENT IS WAR, IDEAS ARE 

FOOD) are all specific-level metaphors, because their targets are specific concepts – abstract, 

but still specific.  

Next to these kinds, it is possible to find general-level metaphors. Examples of general-level 

conceptual metaphors are: EVENTS ARE ACTIONS or GENERIC IS SPECIFIC. They are 

called generic because the target themselves are general; EVENTS does not mention a specific 

event, compared to LOVE which was a specific feeling. General targets only have a defined 

number of qualities. The point is that although these general-level metaphors do not provide as 

much information as specific-level metaphors do, they still have a remarkable duty: while 

EVENTS ARE ACTIONS is responsible for many cases of personification, GENERIC IS 

SPECIFIC accounts for proverbs, because proverbs “often consists of specific-level concepts” 

(Kovecses, et al., 2010, p. 45). Interesting is that these specific concepts help speakers 

understand the proverb at a more general level, one that is adaptable to many occasions for 

instance, which make the proverb itself very well known.   

    Finally, a very particular type of metaphor, which does not involve language per se, or at 

least it does so seldomly, is the visual metaphor. The rationale behind how visual metaphors 

work is not that far from linguistic metaphors, and in any case, in order to understand visual 

metaphors, speakers need to go through language and verbalise them.  
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1.1.4 Visual metaphors 

 

    A visual metaphor is described as a pictorial analogy (Kogan, Connor, Gross, & Fava, 1980). 

It provides a comparison between what can be seen on the image and another concept – which 

may or may not be represented – to express a figurative meaning, as also linguistic metaphors 

do. Visual metaphors have been extensively used in advertisiment over the past 100 years 

(Ryoo, Jeon, & Sung, 2021). There are many similarities between linguistic metaphors and 

visual metaphors. The main common feature is, most likely, that they both have a source 

domain and a target domain. However, visual metaphors also possess what is called the 

‘ground’. The source is the object or represented concept in whose terms the target  

is interepreted. The target is the object or concept that requires the description, while the ground 

represents to the shared feature between the target and the source  (Van Mulken, van Hooft, & 

Nederstigt, 2014).  

To make a clear example, Tide – a famous American brand of detergents – created an 

advertisement for their product which showed some dipped shirts in a cup containing a liquid 

blue as the sky. So, in this case, the source is obviously the blue sky, the detergent promoted is 

the target, while the ground is the freshness and cleanness emphasised and publicised by the 

advertisers (Ryoo, Jeon, & Sung, 2021).  

Just like linguistic metaphors are categorised based on generality, conventionality and function, 

visual metaphors are classified as well, although there is less consensus on how to do this. 

Recently, Van Mulken, van Hooft, & Nederstigt (2014), collected all previous studies and 

suggested three types of visual metaphors: juxtaposition, fusion and replacement. According 

to the authors, the complexity of the visual metaphors is based on how the source and the target 

are spatially distributed: in juxtaposition, the source and the target are visually equated; in 

fusion, the source and the target are combined so that the target is blended within the source; 

and in replacement, the source is the only component to be represented, i.e., without the target.  

Unfortunately, visual metaphors are not all prefectly understendable by everyone, some are 

particularly complex. Since the function of visual metaphors is that of persuading people in 

buying a certain product or promote a predifined device, if the metaphor itself is not 

understood, it does not serve its function properly. Therefore, advertisers present the metaphors 

with some verbal messages, which can be slogans, headlines or a body copy, called ‘text 

anchors’.  
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An example of text anchor may be the sentence used by Heineken while promoting one of their 

beers: advertisers created a beer drum thorugh a pile of CDs with a glass of the Heineken beer 

next to it; however, they also wrote “made to entertain”. The text anchor facilitated the 

interpretation of the visual metaphor, which would have been otherwise very complex to 

unfold.  

 

 
Figure 1. Advertising of Heineken beer with text anchor "made to entertain". The entertainment comes 

from the pile of CDs representing the can of beer. Retrieved from adsarchive.com 

 

The project which will be described in a few chapters does not involve visual metaphors. 

However, these types of metaphors are very pervasive, just like linguistic metaphors are. Since 

the previous chapter was devoted to explaining the different kinds of linguistic metaphors, and 

since the project does involve images, this brief section inserted itself quite naturally. However, 

given the fact that the theme of the project is not visual metaphors, their description stops with 

this chapter.  
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1.2 Computational experiments with metaphors 

 

    With the widespread availability of the theory by Lakoff and Johnson (1980), research in 

many other interdisciplinary fields tried to grasp in details the outcomes of such an extensive 

usage of metaphors. Many studies have been conducted on how individuals perceive metaphors 

(McClintock & Ison, 2004; McGlone, 1996; Boers & Littlemore, 2009) and on what type of 

consequences there are given the fact that we understand a concept in terms of another  (Morris, 

Sheldon, Ames, & Young, 2007; Erikson & Pinnegar, 2017). 

There is, however, a rather recent field which may benefit from further studies on metaphors, 

naimly Machine Learning (ML), given the fact that devices and computers are becoming 

extensions of human bodies. In ML, it is possible to distinguish between two main branches: 

Computer Vision (CV) and Natural Language Processing (NLP) (Torcinovich, A., personal 

communication, September 13, 2021). In particular, NLP deals with analyses of natural 

languages from a computer’s point of view. The field is itself interesting and has several 

applications, however, since metaphors are so pervasive, it is fair to say that a great deal of the 

research should involve metaphors.  

The task of making the computer treat in one way or another linguistic metaphors is quite 

demanding. The reason is not because metaphors are difficult themselves, but because 

computers do not reason in terms of natural languages. They have a very simple – albeit not 

easy – language, called binary language, which essentially only has two ‘terms’: 0 and 1. All 

the information that computers receive and have to analyse is stored as a combination of these 

two numbers. Computers do not have the meaning comprehension humans have, at least as far 

as we know. This itself makes treating metaphors from a computational point of view rather 

troublesome, especially when the task involves representing metaphors. 

Generally speaking, the two main tasks towards which research moves are metaphor 

recognition and metaphor interpretation. While the first task involves discerning between literal 

language from metaphorical language in a given expression, the second task consists of 

determining the intended meaning of a metaphorical expression (Shutova, 2010).  
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1.2.1 Metaphor identification 

 

    One of the first attempts of successful metaphor identification, also known as metaphor 

recognition or detection, stems from the work of Fass (1991). He created a method called the 

‘met* method’, which recognises “selected examples of metonymy and metaphor, […] in short 

English sentences” (Fass, 1991, p. 50). Firstly, the method distinguished between literalness 

and non-literalness by using preference violation. Secondly, if the sentence was detected as 

non-literal, it was tested for metonymy. Thirdly, if the system did not recognise a metonymy, 

the sentence was tested for “relevant analogy” (Shutova, 2010, p. 689) in order to find a 

possible metaphor. Finally, the met* method looked for a triple, containing hypernyms for both 

the source and the target domains, which would represent a metaphor. There certainly were 

some limitations to this approach, Fass himself noticed them, more precisely in the preference 

violation aspect (Fass, 1991). Another relevant problem was to be found in the conventionality 

of certain metaphors. Because some metaphorical senses are very common in everyday 

language, the system would “extract selectional preference distributions skewed towards such 

conventional metaphorical senses”  (Shutova, 2010, p. 690). The issue in this case is that some 

expressions are metaphorical in meaning, however no preference violation can be detected.  

    Another work worth mentioning is the CorMet project (Mason, 2004). This project was the 

first attempt to discover an automatical mapping between the source domain and the target 

domain. The system searched for variations in selectional preferences, drawn from Internet 

corpora. After the project collected all outputs, Mason compared the results with the Master 

Metaphor List (Lakoff, Espenson, & Schwartz, 1991) in order to calculate the accuracy of his 

system.  The researcher reported an accuracy of 77%, although subjectivity should be taken in 

consideration, since the Master Metaphor List is based on hand-made metaphorical mappings 

between source and target domains.  

    More recently, different researchers and experts have tried to tackle the issue of metaphor 

identification from other perspectives, trying to pursue innovativeness at its peak. A work 

worth mentioning is the one by Neidlein, Wiesenbach, and Markert (2020). The authors 

conducted a linguistic analysis on a task involving metaphor recognition using systems based 

on language models. They considered nine models:  

• Lex-BL: a baseline based on Gao, et al. (2018); 

• Wu (Wu, et al., 2018), based on word2vec (Mikolov, Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013);  

• Gao (Gao, Choi, Choi, & Zettlemoyer, 2018) 
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• Mao (Mao, Lin, & Guerin, 2019), which is built upon Gao;  

• Dankers (Dankers, Rei, Lewis, & Shutova, 2019), an enhanced version of BERT;  

• Stowe (Stowe, Moeller, Michaelis, & Palmer, 2019), based on ELMo (Peters, et al., 2018); 

• BERT (Delvin, Chang, Lee, & Toutanova, 2019); 

• ILLI (Gong, Gupta, Jain, & Bhat, 2020); 

• DM (Su, et al., 2020) 

 

The systems were tested on the VUA Metaphor Corpus (Steen, et al., 2010), where words are 

annotated as either metaphorical or literal. The training was conducted on the VUA-ALL-POS 

set, while the testing on the VUA-SEQ set. The measures for the evaluation were precision, 

recall and F1. In the traning, overall the systems performed worse compared to the testing 

phase. On the VUA-ALL-POS set, the best results were achieved by DM-ENS (a modified 

version of DM) with an overall accuracy of 91.6%. On the VUA-SEQ, the system which 

performed better was BERT, with an overall accuracy of 94.4%.  

The following step was that of conducting an analysis on “how well the current systems handle 

conventional vs novel metaphors” (Neidlein, Wiesenbach, & Markert, 2020, p. 3726), starting 

from the standpoint that these systems would have not performed well with non-conventional 

metaphors. The authors found how the models do not demonstrate generalisation abilities, and 

perform worse on novel metaphors compared to previous conventional metaphors. 

Finally, a compelling excursus on automated metaphor identification has been shared by 

Leong, et al. (2020), who reported the results of a shared task on metaphor identification on the 

VUA Metaphor Corpus (Steen, et al., 2010) and on a subset of the TOEFL (Beigman Klebanov, 

Leong, & Flor, 2018). They adoped three baselines (Leong, et al., 2020, p. 20): 

• Baseline 1: UL + WordNet + CCDB 

• Baseline 2: bot.zen by Stemle and Onysko (Stemle & Onysko, 2018) 

• Baseline 3: BERT (Delvin, Chang, Lee, & Toutanova, 2019) 

 

The report shows how, overall, all teams performed better on the VUA corpus compared to the 

TOEFL. The authors underline that if TOEFL is considered as an additional genre to the VUA 

corpus, it is possible to observe that TOEFL’s genre is overall more difficult to analyse 

compared to Academic or News. 

    The tasks dealing with metaphor identification are arguably the most difficult in the field of 

NLP, or more generally NLU (i.e., Natural Language Understanding). This is particularly true 
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for novel metaphors, rather than well established conceptual metaphors. Novel metaphors are 

not as spread and used as conventional metaphors, which appear frequently and sometimes are 

not even thought about as metaphors. This is reflected on corpora, which are fundamental when 

dealing with research on distributions. Novel metaphors are simply not represented in those 

corpora, because they have never been produced before, or hardly ever at least. Therefore, it is 

extremely difficult to foresee among the large number of nouns available in a language which 

are going to be selected as the source and target of a novel metaphor. Indeed, so far, there has 

not been a setup that allows researchers to tackle the issue as far as novel metaphors are 

concerned. The main problem lies in the fact that, if a person creates a new metaphor, the said 

person is creating a mapping between two concepts that normally do not bind together to 

constitute a metaphor. There have been some steps forward in word-level metaphor 

identification, nevertheless tasks involving a broader identification of conceptual metaphors 

have been ignored (Tong, Shutova, & Lewis, 2021).    
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1.2.2 Metaphor interpretation 

     

    Metaphor interpretation has been approached from variously different perspective over time, 

with some quite successful results. One of the very first was the model suggested by Kintsch 

(2000). The model unifies three components – latent semantic analysis (LSA), construction-

integration (CI) model and “the claim that literal and metaphoric predication are alike” 

(Kintsch, 2000, p. 265) – into a theory for metaphor interpretation. LSA (Landauer & Dumais, 

1997) represents  meaning, in a semantic space, by the relationships of one word with other 

words. Since LSA has its limitations, e.g., the fact that it does not explain the type of 

relationship between a given word and its neighbours, it has been paired with CI to solve some 

of the issues. The algorithm suggested in Kintsch (2000) consists in three steps: the first 

computes the “semantic neighbourhood of P” (Kintsch, 2000, p. 259), with P being a given 

predicate; the second step constructs an activation network which follows the lines of the CI 

model, where each neighbour term of P is connected to P, the argument (A) and an inhibitory 

link. If the activation spreads towards the inhibitory link, most nodes will become deactivated 

(Kintsch, 2000). Finally, the nodes with the highest activation compute a vector, which will 

represent the meaning of the metaphor. The most salient result of the psycholinguistic 

experiment which was conducted in the paper, is the fact that metaphors are “understood 

directly” (Kintsch, 2000, p. 263); indeed, the model suggested does incorporate this premise. 

Moreover, the model gives a valid metaphor interpretation-specific model, based on the claim 

that metaphorical utterances are like literal utterances.  

    An interesting problem has been raised by Utsumi (2011), where he attempts to answer a 

straightforward, yet complex, question: “Which property determines the choice between [the 

categorisation and comparison] processes for metaphor comprehension?” (Utsumi, 2011, 

p.251). Indeed, research had discovered how metaphor comprehension is based on 

categorisation and comparison; hence, understanting which views on the topic were the most 

plausible, was the task proposed by the author. In particular, he considers: the conventionality 

view (Bowdle & Gentner, 2005), the aptness view (Glucksberg & Haught, 2006) and the 

interpretative diversity view (Utsumi, 2007). Each view tries to answer the question in a 

different way, respectively putting the accent on vehicle conventionality, metaphor aptness, 

and interpretative diversity. Thus, Utsumi (2011) compares the different views using “cogntiive 

modelling and computer simulation based on a semantic space model” (Utsumi, 2011, p. 251). 

In the suggested experiment, the two processes were modelled in a semantic space, which is 
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itself based on the LSA (Landauer & Dumais, 1997). The resulting two models received a 

vector for the words presented in a metaphor and computed a vector for the meaning of the 

given metaphor. The final vectors were analysed to investigate the degree to which they 

resemble human interpretation (of metaphors). Finally, the results of the models were predicted 

by the three properties highlighted by the three views. The experiment was conducgted in 

Japanese, and therefore, on Japanese metaphors.  

The final results showed that both interpretative diversity (Utsumi, 2007) and vehicle 

conventionality (Bowdle & Gentner, 2005) affect the choice of one process over the other, 

while the third view – metaphor apteness (Glucksberg & Haught, 2006) does not seem to affect 

the choice.  

    Despite the difficulties and the questions regarding processes in understanding and 

intepreting metaphors, research has tried to find the perfect way to make machine correctly 

interpret metaphorical sentences. Two projects have made the papers regarding metaphor 

interpretation back in the days. In both works, researchers tried to create a reasoning framework 

based on metaphors following the steps of the theory on conceptual metaphor (Lakoff & 

Johnson, 1980). The reasoning processes adopted by the two projects were dependent on some 

knowledge provided by manually-coded information about the world, and mainly engaged the 

source domain. The results obtained through this process were consequently mapped onto the 

target domain, as linguistic metaphors naturally do. The first project was the KARMA system 

(Narayanan, 1999), a then new computational model for verb semantics, which was applied to 

metaphors as well. According to its creator, the KARMA system was able to use the 

“metaphorical projections of motion verbs to refere in real-time important features of abstract 

plans and events” (Narayanan, 1999, p. 1). 

The second was the ATT-Meta project (Barden & Lee, 2002), which dealt with metaphorical 

and metonymic descriptions of mental states or reasoning using first order logic. The interesting 

characteristic about this system is that it performs some reasonig which is considered necessary 

to process metaphorical utterances. However, the limitation to this project concerned the fact 

that the system did not take natural language sentences or phrases as input. The system was fed 

with logical expressions which could be seen as simple representations of short discourse 

fragments – which may or may not be metaphorical.  

    Most recently, metaphor interpretation tasks have been treated creating different and varied 

tasks. One successful result in this field was reached by Su, Huang, & Chen (2017), who 

suggested a property-transfering process in the automatisation of both metaphor recognition 

and metaphor interpretation. The researchers presented a model that deals with nominal 
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metaphors and recognises whether a given sentence is a metaphor or not: this has a limitation, 

since the model works only if the source and target have a “the same direct ancestor” (Su, 

Huang, & Chen, Automatic detection and interpretation of nominal metaphor based on the 

theory of meaning, 2017, p. 300).  

As far as the metaphor interpretation task is concerned, the approach used semantic relatedness 

between the source and the target. This task has been devided in two steps: extraction and 

tranfer. The system received a source-target pair and it extracted the source’s properties, and 

then chose a property that was the closest – semantically speaking – to the pair. To make an 

example, and visualise it, the conceptual metaphor LOVE IS TIDE was interpreted by the 

computer as the love is unstoppable (Su, Huang, & Chen, Automatic detection and 

interpretation of nominal metaphor based on the theory of meaning, 2017).  

    Another worth-mentioning example of metaphor interpretation is the work by Bollegala and 

Shutova (2013). The researchers approached the task by using paraphrases, so that this can be 

used to replace the word carrying the metaphoricity in a given non-literal sentence. The 

approach is not a new idea per se, since it had been previously used in supervised training 

settings using pre-built lexical resources (e.g., WordNet) (Shutova, 2010). In supervised 

learning it is often possible to achieve high levels of accuracy: in the case just mentioned, the 

accuracy reached 0.81 (i.e., 81%), which can be considered a good result. However, supervised 

learning is extremely time-consuming; therefore, Bollegala and Shutova (2013) used the same 

approach involving metaphor paraphrasing but with unsupervised learning. The method 

essentially extracts the paraphrases previously created for a given metaphorical expression, 

which they collect from the Web. The unsupervised technique was suprising because it returned 

an accuracy of 0.42 (i.e., 42%), which is an extremely good and rather high score in 

unsupervised settings.  

    The final approach on metaphor interpretation which is worth mentioning is a recent work 

by Song et al. (2021). Their study aimed to present a new approach to the field of metaphor 

processing in NLP using knowledge graph embedding (KG embedding). 

KG embedding are meant to embed components of knowledge graphs into continous vector 

spaces. In this way the structure of the KG remains intact, however the manipulation of its 

vectors results easier (Wang, Mao, Wang, & Guo, 2017). Song and colleagues start from the 

point that a metaphor can be seen as a combination of three parts: a source, a target, and an 

attribute. Therefore, their method first creates a knowledge graph for each metaphor; 

subsequently they also extract some concept-attribute collocations which will be added to the 
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knowledge graph of said metaphor, since collocations are important to understand and interpret 

metaphors (Song, Guo, Fu, Liu, & Liu, 2021).  

Once they had created the dataset, they split it with a ratio of 70-10-20. The evaluation consists 

in masking either the source or the attribute, which in turns needs to be predicted by the mdoel. 

Finally, this type of embedding was tested on different metaphor-related task: identification, 

interpretation and generation. Metaphor interpretation and generation tasks involved 

“completing the [knowledge graphs]” (Song, Guo, Fu, Liu, & Liu, 2021, p. 406), while 

identification consists in a classification task on “enhanced concept pair[s]” (Song, Guo, Fu, 

Liu, & Liu, 2021, p. 406). The authors demonstrate how their suggested model enhances the 

computer performances on metaphor processing, proving the effectiveness of their method.   
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1.2.3 Consequences for NLP 

 

    NLP definitely has to take into consideration that metaphors necessarily require two 

concepts divided into two different domains. It is therefore essential to this field that both 

domains are processed automatically when performing tasks involving metaphor, if the 

ultimate goal is that of making computer recognise or interpret metaphors with the highest 

percentage of accuracy.  

What is more, to the best of my knowledge, there is an area in NLP which has remained quite 

unexplored, namely metaphor generation. Although it may be correct to say that metaphor 

generation is encompassed in the more general field of Natural Language Generation (NLG), 

however a more detailed and specific on the subfield could lead NLG to another level. Because 

metaphors are extremely pervasive, it is quite obvious that, were researchers to reach an 

artificial intelligence, this would have to speak just like humans speaks; and this includes 

metaphors as well. The main issue in this case is the intentionality that states itself behind 

metaphors: humans use them to express a certain idea. Without a reasoning process or 

intentionality, making computers generate metaphors is rather complicated. However, with 

models for metaphor interpretation, metaphor identification and the use of metaphors in human 

communication, it could be possible to finally find the light at the end of the tunnel.  
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2. RESOURCEFUL DATABASES AND MODELS 

 

    This second chapter serves a very simple purpose. Since many databases, models, and 

functions have been used to achieve the scope of the thesis, it seemed appropriate to give them 

the right amount of credit. Therefore, the intention of the following pages is that of introducing 

the various protagonists of the project, explain their structure and features, as well as describing 

how and why they were used to reach the aim.  

The databases in question are two: WordNet (Miller, Beckwith, & Fellbaum, 1990), which was 

used both for the NLP and CV sides; and ImageNet (Deng, et al., 2009), which was used 

exclusively for the CV part.  

Moreover, the chapter will introduce fastText (Bojanowski, Grave, Joulin, & Mikolov, 2016), 

used to retrieve vectors, and Sketch Engine, chosen to retrieve the adjectives.  

One important notice has to be made about this chapter: although it is about presenting and 

describing the roles of said databases and models, it is also going to lay out the reasons for the 

choice falling on them. The order of introduction will follow the one in which the tools and 

databases were used during the project – namely, Sketch Engine, WordNet, fastText, and 

finally, ImageNet.  

 

 

2.1 Sketch Engine 

 

    The first tool used as far as the project is concerned was Sketch Engine (Kilgarriff, Rychlý, 

Smrz, & Tugwell, 2004). Sketch Engine is a text analysis tool: it uses different corpora, of 

multiple languages, in order to find what can be described as ‘typical’ in a given language, or 

in the opposite direction, what is rare and outdated. More specifically, Sketch Engine is a 

corpus manager and a software for lexical analysis, built by Lexical Computing Limited in 

2003. The goal of Sketch Engine is that of allowing linguists and individuals more generally 

study language behaviour (Kilgrarriff, et al., 2014). The name derives from one of its most used 

features, i.e., Word Sketch. The software was created by research scientist Adam Kilgrarriff 

and computer scientist Pavel Rychlý. When Kilgrarriff decided to collaborate with Rychlý, 

Rychlý was already working in the NLP field, and had already developed Manatee and Bonito. 

These two from the architecture of Sketch Engine itself: Manatee is a database manager system, 
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used especially for indexing of large corpora; Bonito, instead, is a web interface designed for 

Manatee that allows users to access the corpus search. Manatee is written in C++ although an 

API for other programming languages, e.g., Python, Java, Pearl, and Ruby is offered. Bonito is 

written exclusively in Python (Rychlý, 2007). Currently, the manager supports corpora in more 

than 90 languages (Kilgarriff, Rychlý, Smrz, & Tugwell, 2004).  

    Sketch Engine is refreshing for a wide variety of reasons, among which there is the feature 

used in this thesis to retrieve the adjectives and modifiers of a certain word. Particularly, the 

feature before mentioned called ‘Word Sketch’, bases the results on collocations and word 

combinations. This feature, that Sketch Engine makes available, is rather vital. There is most 

importantly the possibility to download a series of adjectives from the internet and carry out 

the exact same experiment of this thesis without taking collocations and combinations into 

consideration. However, it would not have any sense: the metaphors in the previously described 

dataset are highly conventional, some more than others; in any case, they appear with a given 

frequency in humans’ everyday language. This has consequences on the type of adjectives that 

could be used to describe the metaphor. Hence, it is important that the list of adjectives is first 

of all related to a certain word, and that the list is based on the collocations and combinations. 

Let us say that we may want to analyse the combinatorial behaviour of the word ‘team’ 

(Kilgarriff, Rychlý, Smrz, & Tugwell, 2004): on Sketch Engine, we would select the corpus of 

interest, go on the page of Word Sketch and write the word ‘team’ on the search bar; Sketch 

Engine will take care of the rest and simply return the results we may be looking for. The results 

are arranged in categories, and it is possible to visualise only certain categories, for instance 

‘modifiers’ and ‘adjectives’. 
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Figure 2. Results of the search for team in Word Sketch, taken from Sketch Engine. Source: 

www.sketchengine.eu 
 

As can be seen from Figure 2, the columns represent the categories under which all words 

related to ‘team’ can fall. It is possible to visualise only two or three categories, those in which 

we are particularly interested by clicking on the X on the top-right corner of each column.  

In addition, the creation of Word Sketch files is based on a given corpus. Since metaphors are 

heavily pervasive and frequently used by individuals in texts or written formats from which 

corpora are built, it is important that the list of adjectives taken into consideration holds an 

account for word distribution in corpora.  

A great possibility that Sketch Engine offer is that of downloading the search’s results in 

different formats, according to the researcher’s needs. In particular, for this thesis, the results 

of Word Sketch were downloaded as a Comma-separated Values (CSV) file, which was the 

easiest file to read and treat afterwards among all the other formats. One note should however 

be made: once the file is downloaded, even though only certain categories were selected on the 

website, Sketch Engine will insert in the downloadable file all related lexemes. Therefore, it 

may be necessary to modify the file, either manually, or with an appropriate function on Python, 

as it was done for this project.  
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2.2 WordNet  

2.2.1 A Database of sense relations 

 

    When machines have to approach natural languages as speakers do every day, they need to 

possess information about the words used and their meanings, because “meaningful sentences 

are composed of meaningful words” (Miller G. A., 1995, p. 39). Consequently, it is indeed 

necessary that machines require some database they can use in order to have an ‘understanding’ 

of what meaning means to humans.  

    One of the most widespread and biggest sources used to consult lexical relations is WordNet 

(Fellbaum, 1998). The idea behind WordNet was that of understanding the learning process in 

children, and simulate it (Miller & Fellbaum, 2007). This attempt was inconclusive, since 

children are very efficient learners; however, it led to the discovery of interesting relations 

between and among words. Nowadays, WordNet can be seen as a large lexical database of 

English, where the four main content-word-related parts of speech (PoS) – namely, verbs, 

adjectives, adverbs and nouns – are grouped into cognitive synonyms, called ‘synsets’ (Miller, 

Beckwith, & Fellbaum, 1990). The synsets are connected with one another, with each synset 

expressing a different concept.  

The WordNet database can be mistaken by a particular type of thesaurus, since it essentially 

groups the words based on their meanings. The similarity, however, stops here. WordNet adds 

some other features, like, for instance, the fact that not only the words are linked together, but 

also some specifc word senses. “As a result, words that are found in close proximity to one 

another in the network are semantically disambiguated” (Miller, Beckwith, & Fellbaum, 1990). 

The second great difference between WordNet and a thesaurus is that a thesaurus groups words 

without following a specific pattern other than similarity in meaning, while WordNet also 

labels the semantic relations among words.  

    WordNet uses synonymy as main relation among words. Therefore, words like ‘shut’ and 

‘close’, or ‘car’ and ‘automobile’ (Miller, Beckwith, & Fellbaum, 1990) will be semantically 

related. So, technically it is fair to say that the synsets are groups of synonyms. WordNet at 

this time contains 117 000 synsets, and as a part of the relations with other synsets, each of 

them contains a “gloss” (Miller, Beckwith, & Fellbaum, 1990), which can be defined as a short 

definition of that synset.  

In this database, the most frequent relations among synsets are the super-ordinate relation, 

called hyperonymy, and the subordinate relation called, hyponymy. For instance, the synset – 
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or better, hypernym - {bed} has many hyponyms, e.g., {bunk bed}, {couch}, {hammock}, etc. 

Quite obviously, {bed} will be an hyponym itself, in this case of {furniture} or {piece of 

furniture}. This reasoning can be carried out for all synsets in WordNet. The interesting side 

of these relations is that ultimately there will remain only one synset, which includes all the 

others, namely {entity}.  

There is, however, another relation which is instantiated among synsets, that of meronymy, 

which is the relation between the part and the whole. In this case, a synset like {chair} will be 

related through meronymy to {back}, {seat} and {leg} (Miller, Beckwith, & Fellbaum, 1990). 

Interesting is that meronymy can be inherited by hyponyms. Consequently, since {armchair} 

is an hyponym of {chair}, it is going to be related through meronymy to {back}, {seat} and 

{leg} as well.  

Just like nouns, verbs are grouped into hierarchies as well, called trees or troponyms. The lower 

the position in the tree, the more characterising will be the verb. As to say, if at the top of the 

tree there is the verb {communicate}, at the bottom of the tree there is {whisper} (Miller, 

Beckwith, & Fellbaum, 1990). Comparing the two verbs, {communicate} certainly expresses 

some features of a certain event or behaviour; however, {whisper} gives away more details 

about the way the speaker is behaving.  

Finally, as far as the last PoS represented is concerned, namely adjectives, they are related 

through antonymy. A pair of antonymic adjectives would be good-bad, tall-small and so on. 

Each of these polar adjectives is then linked to other adjectives, which are semantically similar 

(Miller, Beckwith, & Fellbaum, 1990). Therefore, if the adjective ‘good’ is taken in 

consideration, some other linked adjectives may be: great, keen, neat, satisfactory, solid, and 

many others. WordNet distinguishes between two types of adjectives: ascriptive, i.e., which 

convey attributes and are therefore organised in terms of antonymy or synonymy; and 

nonascriptive, which can be seen as variants of nouns modifying other PoS (these will redirect 

to the corresponding noun synset file), 

    Two decades after the release of this database, WordNet established itself as a reliable tool 

for various NLP tasks, among which there are information retrieval and machine translation, 

since they both deal with Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) (Miller & Fellbaum, 2007). 

However, its effectiveness in WSD is rather limited because its arcs are sparse. Fellbaum and 

Miller (2003) tried to address this issue by including “morphosemantic links” (Miller & 

Fellbaum, 2007, p. 211). If more connections are added, as a consequence more information of 

a certain meaning is given, which may result particularly useful for users.  
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3.2.3 Using WordNet 

 

    After retrieving the adjectives, the main issue was how to store them and use them. What 

became obvious by looking at the lists was that the adjectives needed a form of filtering. As a 

matter of fact, from the CSV file downloaded from Sketch Engine, it is possible to find not 

only adjectives, but also nouns that relate in one way or another to the words it is looked for. 

To name a few of the possible categories, and always taking the word ‘team’ from previous 

examples, it is possible to search for: nouns modified by ‘team’, modifiers of ‘team’, verbs 

with ‘team’ as subject, verbs with ‘team’ as object and so on (Kilgarriff, Rychlý, Smrz, & 

Tugwell, 2004) (cf. Figure 2) 

Although this may have some practicality to other researchers or to certain types of research, 

for this study the vast majority of the options were redundant. Hence, it was necessary to find 

a way to make the function consider only descriptive adjectives or modifiers. This was reached 

through a form of filtering, where the related words to the source passed through a set which 

discerned between descriptive and non-descriptive adjectives.  

    The second issue regarding this topic involved the method to use in order to accomplish this 

adjective filtering. After careful considerations, the safest choice included WordNet (Miller, 

Beckwith, & Fellbaum, 1990), since the database offers the possibility to distinguish between 

two different classes of adjective (cf. 2.2.1 A Database of sense relations) and therefore through 

NLTK (Loper & Bird, 2002), it would have been possible to filter the adjectives retrieved from 

Word Sketch,  by selecting one of those classes. Secondly, WordNet is robustly reliable, in 

terms of relations between synsets; hence, if we want to be sure whether a certain adjective is 

relational or descriptive, the database can give a trustworthy answer. The last reason for using 

WordNet while filtering the adjectives involves the fact that WordNet was constructed 

manually. It is, hence, very unlikely that some mistakes regarding classification or 

misrepresentation of synsets are to be found in the database, errors that could be present if the 

database were collected automatically by a machine.  

    The first step was that of eliminating from the list of related-lexemes words that were not 

adjectives or modifiers; the second step was that of filtering all those adjectives that were not 

descriptive through a set written through Python. Let us make an example: in the noun whale 

shark, whale is technically a modifier, or better a noun that changed class to modify another 

noun. However, it is not a properly said adjective. The main reason for this being the case is 

that the word whale in the example is not nearly as descriptive as a real adjective may be, for 
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instance in comparison with an enormous shark. In addition, the theory at the base of the 

experiments does not require non-descriptive adjectives. Since the goal is to find features of 

the source domains (represented by adjectives) that are mapped on to the target domain, it 

would be redundant to consider non-descriptive adjectives as well, given their reduced 

descriptive nature. Therefore, the set created through NLTK needed to eliminate those 

adjectives that were not considered descriptive.  

    The set was created with few lines of code and three for loops. The idea bases on the fact 

that WordNet allows a differentiation between different adjectives based on their construction 

and not only can we access said adjectives, but also satellite adjectives. In WordNet (Miller, 

Beckwith, & Fellbaum, 1990) adjectives form clusters, which can have one or more head 

synsets, with these representing the antonymous relationship previously explained. An 

adjective satellite is a synset contained in each head synset (Miller, Beckwith, & Fellbaum, 

1990). 

The first step was that of creating an empty set at the beginning of the code, so that all the 

adjectives with said properties on WordNet could be stored in one place. The second step 

consisted in establishing an iteration over adjectives (‘a’) and satellites (‘s’), so that all 

redundant pars of speech, e.g., nouns, verbs, and so on, would be left out from the set. The third 

passage was to furtherly iterate over all synsets in WordNet that were classified with those PoS, 

namely ‘a’ and ‘s’, since a further filtering was needed to avoid non-descriptive adjectives to 

be inserted. Through this second iteration, only the lemmas were selected from the said synsets, 

to make two if statements possible. Finally, the set was led behaving in the following way: if 

the adjective received was relational – namely, if it derived from a noun – it was bypassed by 

the code, otherwise it was inserted in the set previously defined. To make an example of the 

differences between the two lists – namely, filtered and unfiltered – Table 1 shows the first 

twenty adjectives of each list. 
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Filtered adjectives Non-filtered adjectives 

Yellow Fritillary 

Such Monarch 

Purple Hairstreak 

Scarce  monarch 

Endemic 100m 

Likely 200m 

Good Swallowtail 

Free-flying peacock 

White Peacock 

Mimetic 50m 

Marbled Bird 

Colourful Fritillary 

Endangered Moth 

Migrant Brimstone 

Blue Marsh 

Tropical Bee 

Beautiful Admiral 

Rare Tortoiseshell 

Brown Skipper 

Orange  Marbled 
 

Table 1. Comparison between the first 20 adjectives of the filtered and unfiltered lists 

 

    In addition to retrieving the adjectives associated to the source domain of each source-target 

pairs, it was also necessary to store the filtered adjectives in a repository, so that the function 

could easily select only the source in question and calculate the similarity. In order to do this, 

the Python’s dictionary possibility was the most obvious choice. 

Thus, for each source domain representing the entry, all the descriptive adjectives related to 

that source were grouped in one place. It is mainly appropriate because it makes the retrieval 

of the adjectives easier and smoother. This is particularly true in the case that the function is 
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inserted in a bigger model or in a pipeline: as a consequence, the timing executing the function 

will be shorter since every passage becomes automated.  

    WordNet (Miller, Beckwith, & Fellbaum, 1990) was not only used for the NLP side of the 

project, but also for the CV part, which may appear weird. However, ImageNet, the database 

from which images representing targets and sources were downloaded to train the NN, bases 

its structure on WordNet. With NLTK (Loper & Bird, 2002) comes a useful function that 

allows to take advantage of this relation: indeed, once the name of a given archive on ImageNet 

is known, it is possible to retrieve the corresponding synset on WordNet (if the archive exists).  

The function on NLTK is wn.synsets_from_pos_and_offset, where it is necessary to specify 

what PoS we are looking for as first argument, and the number present in the archive name as 

a second argument. The function will retrieve the corresponding synset and print it on screen 

(cf. Figure 3). 

 

 
Figure 3. Example of usage of function 'synset_from_pos_and_offset'. Source: www.nltk.org 

 

Thus, once it was checked which of the sources and targets were represented with an archive 

on ImageNet, a loop exploiting the NLTK function was executed, in order to download only 

the archives needed. 
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2.3 FastText 

2.3.1 The Model 

 

        It has been indirectly established so far that metaphors deal with meaning: without a 

cognitive representation (and perception) of time and money separately, it would be difficult 

to interpret a conceptual metaphor like TIME IS MONEY.  

Computationally speaking, however, representing meaning as humans supposedly do in their 

brains is quite difficult. Nowadays, the best way to carry out this task is that of using 

Distributional Semantics (DS). DS can be seen as a “usage-based model of meaning” (Lenci, 

2018), where the distribution of linguistic units withing a given sentence or text is supposed to 

play a very relevant role. DS is compelling and widely used, and the reason is twofold: on one 

hand this type of model allows to represent meaning in a space – i.e., a vector space, this is the 

reason why DS is also sometimes known as vector space semantics; on the other hand, it makes 

use of computational methods to learn patterns and behaviours from said representations of 

linguistic data. It is also important to mention that DS is highly dependent on corpora, given 

the fact that in order to build these semantic vector-based models and then use them, it is 

necessary to obtain large and extensive linguistic dataset. Indeed, the position of the lexemes 

(which are vectors) in the vector space depends on the lexeme’s co-occurrences in its context. 

Hence, it is through corpora that the co-occurrences are made available.  

    DS bases its representations on a theoretical foundation known as the Distributional 

Hypothesis (DH). The hypothesis is extremely simple, yet effective: “lexemes with similar 

linguistic contexts have similar meanings” (Lenci, 2018) and derives from previous work done 

by Harris (Harris, 1954) DS essentially allows to operationalise the DH, encoding the lexemes’ 

properties of distribution into vectors. The choice for vectors fell because of they have 

geometrical interpretations. For instance, vectors have n components, which define a series of 

points in a n-dimensional space; thus, the distributional semantic representations are simply 

geometrical representations of the said lexemes inserted in a distributional (vector) space 

(Lenci, 2018).  

    The aim of DS is that of creating Distributional Semantic Models (DSMs), which consist in 

a configuration of the features required to build the distributional representations: lexemes, 

type of context, weights, dimensionality reduction, and similarity metric. 

There are many different ways DSMs can be approached, and as a result various types of DSMs 

have been created (note to see extensive explanation). The choice of which type of DSM to use 
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in a given task, heavily depends on the desired outcome. For this particular case, it was 

necessary to have a pre-trained model, which represented tokens in a distributional space, was 

reliable, and computationally cheap in the first place. The model that possessed all these 

features was fastText (Bojanowski, Grave, Joulin, & Mikolov, 2016).  

Indeed, fastText (Bojanowski, Grave, Joulin, & Mikolov, 2016) implements the efficient 

method at the base of Bag of Words (Bojanowski, Grave, Joulin, & Mikolov, 2016), which has, 

however, some backwards: if the number of classes is considerable, the computation of the 

linear classifier becomes rather expensive, computationally speaking. Therefore, to decrease 

the running time, the researchers used “a hierarchical softmax” (Joulin, Grave, Bojanowski, & 

Mikolov, 2017, p. 428). Softmax alone is a generalisation of the logistic function; however, its 

training times are rather long, and this makes the implementation of the softmax function quite 

difficult (Goodman, 2001). Hence, Goodman (2001) suggested a hierarchical softmax, where 

“each node is associated with a probability, that is the probability of the path from the root to 

that node” (Joulin, Grave, Bojanowski, & Mikolov, 2017, p. 428). In less complex words, this 

implies that the probability of each node is always lower compared to the probability of their 

‘parent’. Because the probability will always be lower, this reduces the training times, and this 

has positive consequences when models like fastText are used withing bigger models or more 

in general tasks. 

As far as its functioning is concerned, fastText (Bojanowski, Grave, Joulin, & Mikolov, 2016) 

represents a document with an average of word embeddings and then feeds this document into 

a linear classifier (Xu & Du, 2019).  

Going a little bit more mathematical about this model, its architecture could be represented as 

follows: with a corpus 𝐷 = {(𝑑! , 𝑦!)} for text classification, a document 𝑑	 ∈ 𝐷 is expressed 

with 𝑑 = (𝑥", 𝑥#, 𝑥$, … , 𝑥%) –  𝑥! is an n-gram feature which can be found in the document (Xu 

& Du, 2019). 

The n-gram features will subsequently be embedded in a “H-dimensional distributed vector 

representation” (Xu & Du, 2019, p. 1715). In order to make the representation of fastText 

easier, and have visual feedback, an image about the architecture of the model will be inserted 

below (taken from Xu and Du (2019, p. 1715)). 
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Figure 4. The architecture of fastText: f(a_1) is the average operation over the jth dimension in word 

embeddings 
 

 

There is a small issue in fastText (Bojanowski, Grave, Joulin, & Mikolov, 2016), namely the 

fact that the implementation of this model does not consider word order information, it actually 

discards it. The model sums the scores of each word, and consequently the word or more than 

one word which have a high absolute value will have a say in the final decision. It is possible 

however to insert the use of a bag of n-grams, instead of a normal bag of words. An n-gram is 

one of the simplest language models available, and it calculates the probability of a word based 

on the previous n words. Other very successful models which do consider, the sequence 

information, e.g., BERT (Delvin, Chang, Lee, & Toutanova, 2019), have demonstrated how 

valuable sequence information really is. The theory that word-order information is precious is 

confirmed by the fact that if fastText is implemented with bigrams, its performance increases 

slightly (Xu & Du, 2019).  

    The fastText model (Bojanowski, Grave, Joulin, & Mikolov, 2016) does not consist of one 

single word vector for English, for instance, but on its website, it is possible to find all word 

vectors in different languages and of different sizes. To make it practical, under Resources 

there is a section called ‘Word vectors for 157 languages’, which is quite self-explanatory of 

what can be found in there. These word vectors were trained on Common Crawl – an 

organization that crawls the web and publicise the resulting data (Grave, Bojanowski, Gupta, 
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Joulin, & Mikolov, 2018) – and Wikipedia using fastText (Word vectors for 157 languages, 

2016). All the models can be downloaded either from a terminal or through a python script.  

It is also possible to adapt the dimension: for instance, for the word vector of English, the pre-

trained word vectors have dimension 300; however, if less dimensions are necessary, it is 

possible to just reshape it.  

 

2.3.2. The role of context, distributional spaces, and fastText 

     

    One of the biggest questions for this thesis, which required a well thought-through answer, 

regarded how to represent the metaphors in a computational way.  

As it was previously depicted, there have been an adequate number of studies regarding 

metaphors from different points of view: from psycholinguistics to cognitive science, to 

theoretical linguistics, and also NLP.  

As far as semantic representation is concerned, when it comes to metaphors the computational 

methods typically seek to create some mechanisms, which can identify in one way or another 

the transference of properties, from one source domain to its target domain (Shutova, 2015).  

There have been several different approaches to represent metaphors, going from logical 

representations to data-driven approaches; however, the technique that has had the most 

significant development in the recent years involves distributional semantics techniques 

(McGregor, Agres, Rataj, Purver, & Wiggins, 2019).  

The distributional semantics’ approaches derive from the theoretical work of Harris (1957), 

who advanced the observation that words which occur together in a certain context, are likely 

to be related in meaning. Therefore, computational models are nowadays trying to capture this 

feature by transforming words into vectors, and by placing them into high-dimensional spaces, 

called vector spaces.  

When the question of how to represent metaphors arose, the most straightforward and reliable 

option was the usage of vectors. At that point the only issue was understanding how they would 

have been used, yet this will be discussed more into details with respect to the two experiments.  

    Once the choice the theory’s approach of metaphor’s treatment fell on vectors, a long 

discussion on which vectorisation model to use for the representation of metaphorical domains 

was carried out. The first choice had to be made between static and contextualised models. A 
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static model (e.g., fastText) represents a given word always with the same vector, 

independently from the context. Compare for instance a) and b): 

 

a) I can’t believe my parents just sold their house of 30 years.  

b) This house was built in 1934. 

 

The difference between a static and a contextualised model is simply that ‘house’ would be 

represented with the same vector in both sentences if we have a model like fastText, or with 

two different vectors – because they are indeed two different occurrences of the word – in a 

contextualised model, for instance BERT (Delvin, Chang, Lee, & Toutanova, 2019).  

The problem was trying to find a model that was robust, reliable but at the same time fast 

enough. Because the function may be implemented in a bigger model or in a pipeline and needs 

to return a result rather fast, the speed of the vectorisation model was fundamental. After 

carefully pondering the possibilities, the choice fell on fastText (Bojanowski, Grave, Joulin, & 

Mikolov, 2016) because of its reliable and relatively fast activation, but also for the purposes 

of the project. Since the work involves creating a pipeline that could potentially be used to 

interpret visual metaphors, using contextualised models like BERT (Delvin, Chang, Lee, & 

Toutanova, 2019) would have been difficult: if a machine is fed with a given visual metaphor, 

there is no context, the metaphor is exclusively represented in the combination of two images 

representing the source and target. The fact that in order for humans to process and understand 

a visual metaphor it is necessary to go through language and solve the conflict has no 

connection to the way BERT (Delvin, Chang, Lee, & Toutanova, 2019) works. Hence, a static 

model like fastText perfectly fitted the purpose.  

The only way fastText was used was to retrieve the vectors for the adjectives and the target. 

The NLP side of the project involved two experiments, which involved two completely 

different approaches, as will be pointed out in the next sections; however, the usage of this 

model remained the same in both cases.  

From fastText website (Bojanowski, Grave, Joulin, & Mikolov, 2016) the model chosen was 

the English version of the “Word vectors for 157 languages” (Bojanowski, Grave, Joulin, & 

Mikolov, 2016). 

The model – like all the other 156 for additional languages – was trained on Common Crawl 

and Wikipedia (Bojanowski, Grave, Joulin, & Mikolov, 2016). The character n-gram length 

equalled 5, plus a window of size 5 and 10 negatives were added. Finally, the model was trained 

using CBOW with position-weights. CBOW is a model designed by Mikolov et al. (2013), 
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which “learns word representations by predicting a word according to its context” (Mikolov, 

Grave, Bojanowski, & Puhrsch, 2018, p. Model Description section).  

It was downloaded through Python code, as indicated on the website. While it is possible to 

modify the model, for instance by adjusting the number of dimensions – which standardly is 

set at 300 – the dimension value remained unmodified. Since this project and the subsequent 

survey are purely explorative at this point in time, it would have been non-sensical to modify 

the hyperparameters and analyse further results; thus, no change was brought to the said model. 
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2.4 ImageNet 

2.4.1 The largest database of images 

 

     With the advancements in technology and personal devices, images seem to have gathered 

attention and fame among both researchers and Internet users. In the most developed countries, 

every person has a smartphone with high-performance cameras – sometimes more than three 

cameras on one smartphone – to grasp every angle of the scenario in front of our eyes. Users 

post their photos online, given the fact that social media have been increasingly popularised. 

Therefore, the Internet is saturated with pictures from all around the globe. For instance, 

Google’s Image Search (now Google Images) was launched in 2001 with a collection of 250 

million images. In 2005 it reached 1 billion images, while by 2010 the amount rose to 10 billion, 

and it is still counting (Siegler, 2010).  

At the same time, ML started developing together with the need for machines to recognise, 

classify and detect elements in images, in order to ‘understand’ them. The next quite natural 

step was that of creating algorithms that could exploit these large databases of images. There 

is, however, a problem with datasets like Google Images: it regards how this data is going to 

be used and organised (Deng, et al., 2009). Here is where ImageNet made its entrance.  

    ImageNet can be described as a “large-scale ontology of images” (Deng, et al., 2009, p. 248), 

on which researchers can rely to train and test algorithms for CV. The interesting feature of 

ImageNet is the fact that its hierachical structure is based on top of WordNet (see 2.2.1 A 

Database of sense relations). Therefore, ImageNet aims to provide averagely 500-1000 images 

to represent the synsets (Deng, et al., 2009). The images are organised in different classes 

contained in a semantic hierarchy, and the semantic structure is taken from WordNet. The 

synsets of images in this database are linked to each other by different types of relations, the 

most useful one being “IS-A”. A great challenge when classifying the images while building 

ImageNet was the position on hierarchy: as the creators of ImageNet underline, the lower the 

position in the hierarchy, the more complex the classification will be; if there are two images, 

one of a Siamese cat (cf. Figure 5) and the other of a Burmese cat (cf. Figure 6), the differences 

between the two are not many, aside maybe the fur’s colour, which makes the distiction hard 

(Deng, et al., 2009).  
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Figure 5. Picture of a Siamese cat. Source: en.wikipedia.org 

 

 

 
Figure 6. Picture of a Burmese cat. Source: en.wikipedia.org 

  

    The construction of ImageNet followed a strict schedule, since the project was rather 

ambitious. The first step was that of collecting the images for each synset in WordNet. Once 

the dataset of images was collected from the Internet, the creators had to clean the candidate 

images, for which they relied on humans. Individuals were retrived through Amazon 

Mechanical Turk (AMT), a platfrom appropriate for labelling tasks on a large scale. The 

Turkers were presented a set of images for a synset, plus a definition and a link to Wikipedia: 

their task was that of verifying that every image contained the object mentioned in the synset. 

Because Turkers are anyway humans, and because humans make mistakes and do not follow 

instructions properly at times, ImageNet’s authors considered only those images which 
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obtained the majority of positive votes (Deng, et al., 2009). The last step, was that of inserting 

the labelled images in a dataset, which is now available online (ImageNet, 2021). The small 

subset which can be used for CV tasks, e.g., object recognition, can be downloaded without 

any particular request, and it contains 1000 classes. Upon permission granted, it is possible to 

download the database.  

 

 

2.4.2 The challenges launched by ImageNet 

 

    Once Fei-Fei Li and other collaborators (Deng, et al., 2009) created the dataset of ImageNet, 

every year they proposed a challenge called ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition 

Challenge (ILSVRC) (Brownlee, 2019).  The challenge is well known in the field of CV and 

has become a “benchmark for large-scale object recognition” (Russakovsky, et al., 2015, p. 

211). The idea behind this challenge comes from another challenge, namely the PASCAL VOC 

(Everingham, Gool, Williams, Winn, & Zisserman, 2012), which started in 2005. Both 

competitions consists in two segments. The first component is represented by a dataset that is 

publicly available, while the second one is an annual challenge, followed by a workshop.  

The annotations in ILSVRC can be assigned to two categories: image-level annotation and 

object-level annotation. The task, most simply, involves predicting the content of pictures in 

order to annotate them automatically. Over the years, however, the tasks become more specific, 

to adapt to certain needs. Russakovsky, et al. (Russakovsky, et al., 2015, p. 213)suggest an 

overview as follows:  

“ (1) Image classification (2010 – 2014) 

   (2) Single object localisation (2011 – 2014) 

   (3) Object detection (2013 – 2014)” 

 

Image classification simply predicts the classes for the objects which can be found in the 

picture. Single object localisation involves image classification and the task of drawing a 

rectangle around only one example of the objects present. Finally, object detection deals with, 

again, image classification and the task of drawing a rectagle around each object in the picture. 
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This division was up-to-date until 2015; yet, with the great results obtained in the first 5 years, 

the tasks became recently more complicated, e.g. video labelling – i.e., not simply pictures.  

Every year, a training dataset was released together with a test dataset which was instead not 

annotated. The duty was that of making annotations for the test dataset and submit them to an 

evaluation. As far as the sizes are concerned, usually the training set contained ca. 1 million 

images. Instead, the validation and test sets were comprised of ca. 50,000 pictures and ca. 

150,000 pictures respectively (Brownlee, 2019). 

The ILSVRC has become a milestone in CV field, and more in general in artificial intelligence. 

Since the first publication in 2010, the improvement’s rate has been striking, with more and 

more researchers joining the challenge as years went by. In 2010, ILSVRC counted 35 entries, 

while 6 years later the entries were 172. In 2017, the last time ImageNet organised the 

challenge, the number of entries diminished to 115, which is anyway higher than the early 

entries. As it can be imagined, with the enhancement of diverse neural networks, the 

classification error rate underwent some changes as well. In particular, in 2010 the error rate 

was at 0.28, it significantly decreased in 2014 to 0.07, to reach the 0.023 in 2017. The 

localisation error followed the same path: in 2010, the rate was 0.43; in 2014, it was equal to 

0.25; and in 2017 it decreased to 0.062 (Russakovsky, et al., 2015).  

    The success gained over the years, has been mainly achieved through deep neural models, 

namely the convolutional neural networks (CNNs).  

The first neural network that managed to achieve highly successful results was AlexNet 

(Krizhevsky, Sutskever, & Hinton, 2012). The researchers from Toronto University developed 

a CNN which achieved the best results both in the ILSVRC-2010 and ILSVRC-2012. The 

architecture of Alexnet containes eight layers: five of these are convolutional layers, while the 

remaining three are fully-learned layers. The unusual feature of this neural network is the usage 

of the Rectified Linear Units (ReLUs). Standardly, neuron’s output f is modelled either through 

a hyperbolic tangent 𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑥)	or a sigmoid function 𝑓(𝑥) = (1 + 𝑒&')(". Nair and 

Hinton (2010) suggested, however, another function, namely the ReLU, that could address the 

slowness of the other functions to get an acceptable error rate. Indeed, a CNN with four layers 

using a ReLU on CIFAR-10 managed to reach a 25% or error rate in training six times faster 

compared to the same CNN using the hyperbolic tangent (Krizhevsky, Sutskever, & Hinton, 

2012). Furthermore, the kernels in the second, fourth and fifth convolutional layers were 

connected exclusively to the kernels in the previous. 
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AlexNet’s researchers had to cope with some issues regarding overfitting, i.e., a situation where 

the model fits perfectly the training data, and is not able to generalise (and therefore perform 

well) against unseen data. The neural network had 60 million parameters; however, even 

though the ILSVRC datasets contains generally 1000 classes and obliges to some constraints 

while mapping the labels, this was not enough to learn 60 million parameters without going 

overfitting. Therefore, the computer scientists adopted two measures: firstly, they enlarged the 

datest using “label-preserving transformations (e.g., [25, 4, 5])” (Krizhevsky, Sutskever, & 

Hinton, 2012, p. 5); secondly, they used the “dropout”, which consists in assigning the value 0 

to the output of hidden neurons, when its probability is 0.5. This method seems particularly 

efficient because it combines different models’ predictions without weighting too much on the 

training time, and at the same time it reduces the error rate in the testing phase.  

As far as the results of AlexNet are concerned, for the ILSVRC-2010 they reported to have 

achieved “top-1 and top-5 test set error rates of 37.5% and 17.0%” (Krizhevsky, Sutskever, & 

Hinton, 2012, p. 7). The best results by other neural networks during the challenge were 47.1% 

and 45.7% for top-1, while 28.2% and 25.7% for top-5. In the ILSVCR-2012, the comparison 

are difficult to make, since the test set labels were not available. What is known is that the CNN 

described in Krizhevsky, Sutskever & Hinton (2012) achieved a top-5 error rate of 18.2%.  

    The second big leap in the state of the art was made in 2014 by GoogLeNet (Szegedy, et al., 

2015) during the ILSVRC-2014. GoogLeNet is a neural network based on the Inception 

architecture and models, where all convolutional layers are paired with the ReLU non-linear 

activation function. The interesting feature about this neural network is its practicality and 

efficiency, since it was built so that the inferences could be run on individual devices (Szegedy, 

et al., 2015).  

During the challenge, the researchers trained seven versions of the same GoogLeNet network 

independently: the only features that differed among the seven were the sampling methods and 

the input image order, which was obviously randomised. The final submission for the 

classification challenge registered a top-5 error rate of 6.67%, resulting to be the first network 

for ILSVRC-2014. GoogLeNet achieved the first place in the detection challenge as well, with 

a object detection mAP (%) of 43.9 – in this section, the second place was assigned to CUHK 

DeepID-Net and the third was assigned to Deep Insight, with a mAP (%) of 40.7 and 40.5 

respectively.  

    The last neural network it is worth mentioning – also because it will be used in the CV side 

of the project – is ResNet (He, Zhang, Ren, & Sun, 2015). The state of the art had been well 

established by previous deep convolutional neural networks, which made huge advancements 
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in image classification possible. The idea behind the enhancements in this field can be summed 

up by this question: “Is learning better networks as easy as stacking more layers?” (He, Zhang, 

Ren, & Sun, 2015, p. 770). Although appealing, this question leads to one of the most known 

problems in CV, namely the vanishing and/or exploding gradients (Hochreiter, 1991).  

What has been noticed is that when deeper neural networks can converge, another issue 

appears, namely a “degradation” (He, Zhang, Ren, & Sun, 2015, p. 770). This rising issue is 

fundamental, because it shows that not all systems are easy to optimise. Therefore, the authors 

try to address the problem of degradation by creating the deep residual learning framework3.  

To develop a robust neural network that would use the deep residual learning, the authors 

created two types of networks: plain networks and a residual networks (which ultimately is the 

ResNet itself). The plain networks are based on the VGG nets (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2015). 

They created two versions of the plain networks, one which contained 18 weighted layers and 

another which contained 34 layers. In addition, the convolutional ones had 3	 × 	3 filters – 

fewer compared to the VGGs. The residual networks were based on the plain networks, but 

with the adjuction of shortcut connections. These connections turned the plain network into its 

counterpart, ultimately the residual version. The shortcuts can be used directly when the input 

and the output have the same dimension. If the dimensions increase, the network considers to 

cancel the projection step by performing an identity mapping. 

In order to test the reliability of the two networks, and give an insight on their performance, 

He, Zhang, Ren & Sun (2015) tested both models on the ILSVRC-2012, which contained 1.28 

million images for training, 50.000 images for validation, and 100.000 images for testing. For 

the 18-layer plain network, the top-1 error rate stopped at 28.54%., while for the 34-layer plain 

network, the value was at 27.94%. This counter-intuitive discrepancy led the authors to the 

analysis of the training phase, where they saw that the 34-layer network had higher training 

error, and this propagated to the testing phase too.  

The ResNets did significantly better. What is interesting about a comparison between the two 

layers is that the situation of the plain networks is actually reversed: the 34-layer network 

performed better. In particular, the 18-layer network reported a top-1 error rate of 27.88%, 

while the 34-layer network attested a top-1 error rate of 25.03%.  

Furthermore, to confirm the abilities of the ResNet, they tested the network on the PASCAL 

VOC 2007 and 2012 sets, where the network reported an object detection mAP (%) of 76.4 

 
3 The framework iteself will not be addressed in this thesis. For further information on the topic, please refer to 

the paper mentioned.  
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(VGG = 73.2) and 73.8 (VGG = 70.4) respectively (He, Zhang, Ren, & Sun, 2015, p. 777, 

Table 7). The same was done on the COCO validation set, and the network disclosed an object 

detection mAP (%) of 48.4 (VGG = 41.5) (He, Zhang, Ren, & Sun, 2015, p. 777, Table 8).  

    The most crucial milestones are the networks mentioned above. The ILSVRC posted two 

other challenges, respectively in 2016 and 2017; nevertheless, the three neural networks already 

presented supposedly decribe the advancements in the field.  
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3. THE PROJECT 

3.1 The background 

     

    Machines seem to have a hard time processing anything related to human language, which 

is comprehensible given their construction. However, some aspects of natural language appear 

to be particularly difficult for machines, leading to terrible mistakes or results. One of these 

aspects is metaphors. As it has been previously well defined, metaphors are vividly pervasive 

in everyday language; therefore, it is important to find an implementable method that leads 

machine to a correct interpretation of the said elements.  

It has been argued many times since the advancements in NLP that statistical methods and 

computational representation methods will never be able to sample a natural language. And the 

reason for that is the fact that natural languages are infinite (Chomsky, 1957). Therefore, it 

would be apparently impossible to tackle and make a ‘finite’ computer understand something 

infinite. This issue has been raised against NLP more generally, but also against distributional 

semantics and its models. Distributional semantics has been dragged into the feud because 

although it tries to build representations of words or sentences through vectors which respect 

their co-occurrences in corpora, they are not able to generalise their methods to unseen word 

combinations (Turney & Pantel, 2010).  

Metaphors to a certain extent are unseen: conventional metaphors have now entered the 

vocabulary of everyday language; therefore, it is possible to study their occurrences, their 

frequency and structure. However, as it was previously delineated, not all metaphors are 

conventional, and sometimes individuals create new unseen metaphors. At that point the 

metaphor interpretation from a machine’s point of view may be extremely difficult since there 

is no corpus or distributional space representing the relational mapping between the given 

source and target domains.  

    There have been sever attempts at solving the issue of unseen word combinations. One of 

these, which has eventually partially inspired the technique used in experiment 2 of this thesis, 

involves additive models and multiplicative models between two vectors (Mitchell & Lapata, 

2008).  

    Given two vectors 𝒖	and	𝒗, Mitchell and Lapata (2008) identified two models among others:  

• 𝐩 = 𝐀𝐮 + 𝐁𝐯 (Additive, where 𝐀	and	𝐁 are two matrices); 
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• 𝐩 = 𝐂𝐮𝐯 (Multiplicative, where 𝐂 is a weight tensor) (Vecchi, Baroni, & Zamparelli, 

2011). 

The goal of Vecchi, Baroni, and Zamparelli (2011) does not involve metaphorical 

interpretation directly. In their paper, they described the attempt to “characterize the semantic 

deviance of composite expressions in distributional semantics” (Vecchi, Baroni, & Zamparelli, 

2011, p. 1). While doing so, they also evaluate other compositionality models – among these 

the one by Mitchell and Lapata (2008).  

The results of their project are rather preliminary; however, it is possible to notice some 

encouraging evidence. These suggest that “simple unsupervised cues can significantly tell 

unattested but acceptable [Adjective-Noun expressions] apart from impossible […] ones” 

(Vecchi, Baroni, & Zamparelli, 2011, p. 8).  

    The idea for the experiments – in particular experiment 2 – partially came from the review 

conducted by Vecchi and colleagues. The manipulation adopted did trigger to a certain extent 

the rationale behind the theory of the experiments: using a combination of adjectives and target 

to select the adjectives themselves. Nevertheless, this will be addressed later on.  

    The project exactly aims to create a simple, yet effective, tool that machines can use when it 

comes to understanding what a certain metaphor may represent. Although two paths were 

undertaken, as it will be later explained, the smoother one involved a function and vectors. 

The foundational mechanism behind the project is that of mimicking in the plainest way the 

process of mapping metaphors, which currently happens only in the human brain. As it was 

clearly exposed in the first chapter, a metaphor simply consists in mapping some features of 

one concept into another, which normally does not possess. As far as this project is concerned, 

the scope is exactly that of applying the same mechanism to machine’s metaphor interpretation. 

Thus, if the intent is that of reaching human comprehension of natural languages in machines, 

it is rather important that we try to copy what happens in a human brain during a certain task 

and implement it – with due modifications – to NLP models.  

Consequently, the most suitable way to represent metaphors – and more generally meaning – 

to machines is by involving vectors. Vectors can have a high number of dimensions; they have 

different features that allow manipulations. Therefore, the theory bases exactly on this ability 

to play and combine vectors to represent a simple mechanism like the mapping involved in 

metaphor creation. In addition, vectors are represented by numbers, and computers work 

significantly better with numbers rather than words. Indeed, using vectors can be seen as a 

translation of meaning into machine’s language, reason why this method is extensively used in 

distributional semantics.  
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    The project underwent some modifications along the way, mainly due to different issues. 

The original idea was to examine a machine’s interpretation of visual metaphors. Visual 

metaphors were interesting because not only do they possess features which make image 

classification quite difficult – i.e., the source and the target images are mixed, or sometimes 

one is absent – but they also deal with language, since humans interpret visual metaphors 

through the language they speak and because advertisers often insert text anchors. There was 

one major impediment with this idea. As a matter of fact, a well-made, equipped, and reliable 

dataset of visual metaphors does not exist; there was a project on creating a visual metaphor 

corpus called VisMet (Metaphor Lab, 2017) started by the Metaphor Lab in Amsterdam. The 

corpus is available on the website; however, it is far from complete, and some annotations are 

not clear, which makes the usage of the few visual metaphor present rather complex. Indeed, 

the total amount of visual metaphors collected is 353 images, and while this may be sufficient 

for an NLP metaphor interpretation, for an image classification task they are not enough. 

Machines require thousands of images on which they can train, and then return significantly 

good results. What is more, for some of the said 353 images, certain annotations are not 

inserted, e.g., the source of the image or the URL. This may not be a problem if the dataset 

were really extensive, since it would be possible to avoid those incomplete images; however, 

with such a small dataset, there is no space for deleting images.  

    For these reasons exclusively, the original idea was modified, and instead of considering 

visual metaphors as a whole, it only considered visual representations of the domains. In other 

words, if the source domain is MONEY and the target domain is TIME, the representations 

would be a clock (cf. Figure 7) or watch and a moneybag or paper money (cf. Figure 8) 

respectively.  

                                           
Figure 7. Image of money, taken from ImageNet 
database (Deng, et al., 2009) 

Figure 8. Image of time, taken from ImageNet 
database (Deng, et al., 2009)



This would technically be the second step in a pipeline for visual metaphor interpretation: once 

the machine is given the full image, it is supposed to recognise the image for the source and 

the image for the target (assuming both are present) and return the correct class. The first step 

is in itself rather complex to carry out. Many visual metaphors (cf. chapter 1.1.4) do not display 

both domains; one domain may be represented by the shape given to the first domain; for 

instance, in the above-mentioned Heineken’s advertisement (cf. Figure 1), the CDs were placed 

one on top of the other to form the shape of a can of beer. In this scenario, it is peculiarly 

difficult for a NN to recognise that one domain is the can of beer – which is technically not 

present – and the other is the pile of CDs. Hence, since the step of feeding the machine with 

the original visual metaphor was not possible, the project started from the second step. 

    Once the project was reshaped, the first major problem encountered was how to represent 

the metaphors and their mapping systems to the machine. The choice fell on vectors, as it will 

be explained in the next section; nevertheless, using vectors limits the number of possible 

routes. Accordingly, the key to combine the current model on human metaphor processing and 

the use of vectors would be that of unifying them (with either multiplication or addition) as to 

modify the vector of a given target.    

    The second significant problem was collecting the images for the computer vision part. The 

choice fell on ImageNet (ImageNet, 2021), since the dataset is highly reliable, and the quantity 

of total images is beyond enough. However, because many sources and targets were abstract 

nouns, e.g., FRIENDSHIP or LOVE, the dataset of metaphorical pairs had to be reduced. 

Therefore, the compute vision side of the project is more of a proof of concept, which may be 

extended when more images are found.  

This issue is not impeding the NLP side, nor it defines whether the theory works or not. Indeed, 

the first step is a mere image classification, and CV has made huge leaps in the task – as it was 

delineated in the previous chapter. Hence, whether the classification works or not is a CV 

problem, related to the choice of the NN or the dataset created.  

    This leads to a discrepancy between the dataset used for the NLP side and the one used in 

the CV task. The discrepancy addresses the number of couples, not the type of couples, which 

makes the pipeline possible anyway. As a matter of fact, the search for further images in order 

to fill the void would furtherly test the NN accuracy in correctly classifying the images; 

nevertheless, it would not have an impact on the machine’s ability to interpret a given linguistic 

metaphor.  

    The NLP side of the project explored two possibilities. Experiment 1 based the search for 

adjectives on an intersection of lists; however, the results were totally inconclusive.  
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Experiment 2, instead, tested the optimality of creating a function to find the correct adjectives, 

which may interpret a given couple of source and target domains. The results of the experiment 

2 were significantly better. Since the evaluation of the choices returned by the computer could 

not be subjective, a survey was conducted on Qualtrics. Since it was important to have a reliable 

and most importantly human judgement on how well the machine performed on a normally 

humans-related task, a survey was conducted on Qualtrics. The survey asked participants to 

choose at least one adjective, or if none were appropriate, they could insert one in a box.  

According to individuals’ opinions, the machine overall performed well since they always 

selected at least one of the given adjectives. Participants also inserted some other adjectives in 

the box, even though they selected some of the available choices. Nevertheless, out of the 

eighty-four questions, no participant inserted adjectives in the box exclusively. This leads to 

the possibility that for each metaphor presented to the participants, the machine always returned 

at least one – among the ten – appropriate adjective. 

    To sum up, the explanation of the project for this thesis will proceed as follows: in the first 

place, some more precise information about the dataset, the adjectives and the vector choice 

will be provided; next, experiment 1 and experiment 2 will be described more in details, giving 

an insight on the methods, materials, and experimental settings; then, the survey and the image 

classification task will be analysed in details; finally, the chapter will conclude by displaying 

the results and their analysis, and by furtherly discussing the bigger picture, that is the project.  
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3.2 The dataset, the adjectives, and the vectors 

3.2.1 The metaphor dataset 

     

    The first big step was that of collecting the metaphors. After careful research, the final choice 

fell on a previous work by Alice Coli for her master’s thesis project (Coli, 2016).   

Coli’s work is rather distant from this thesis’ topic, treating a completely different field of 

linguistics. Her thesis involved two experiments with the intent on demonstrating the Metaphor 

Interference Effect (MIE). The MIE is a “response time phenomenon wherein judging whether 

metaphorical sentences are literally true or false takes significantly longer than judging control 

sentences” (Chouinard, Volden, Hollinger, & Cummine, 2019, p. 270). This effect was first 

studied by Glucksberg, Gildea and Bookin (1982). The authors wanted to investigate whether 

the written comprehension of metaphors in humans was due to a “serial or simultaneous 

processing” (Chouinard, Volden, Hollinger, & Cummine, 2019, p. 271). The experiment set-

up to test the theory was quite simple; participants were presented four types of sentences: 

literally true (e.g., “Some insects are bees”), metaphors which were really metaphorical but 

false in meaning (e.g., “Some roads are ribbons” (Chouinard, Volden, Hollinger, & Cummine, 

2019, p. 271)), literally false sentences (e.g., “Some trees are nurses” (Chouinard, Volden, 

Hollinger, & Cummine, 2019, p. 271)), and scrambled metaphors which were false and literal 

(e.g., “Some roads are princesses” (Chouinard, Volden, Hollinger, & Cummine, 2019, p. 271)). 

The participants’ task was judging whether the sentence they were presented was really true or 

false.  

According to the stages of written metaphors understanding, the integration of relevant 

information which is needed to generate literal or metaphorical meaning happens on stage 2 

(Glucksberg, Gildea, & Bookin, 1982). Therefore, the idea is that if there were a simultaneous 

presence of both literal and non-literal meanings at stage 2, the simultaneous presence of 

judgement “true” and judgement “false” for metaphors would create the Metaphor Interference 

Effect. More specifically, it would be possible to observe longer reaction times for 

metaphorical sentences compared to literal sentences (Chouinard, Volden, Hollinger, & 

Cummine, 2019).  

    Coli (2016) and her supervisor Cristina Cacciari investigated the MIE by modifying the 

experimental paradigm used by Glucksberg, Gildea, and Bookin (1982), using two 

experiments. In experiment 2, instead of presenting participants with whole sentences, Coli 

(2016) presented couples of words. They used three types of couples: literal, scrambled literal, 
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and metaphorical. Participants needed to decide whether the items in a given couple belonged 

to the same literal category or not: the correct answer was “yes” for literal category, while it 

was “no” for the other two options – namely, scrambled literal and metaphorical.  

Experiment 1 was instead an already carried out by Cacciari, Semeghini, and Leonardi (Coli, 

2016). This first experiment is equivalent to experiment 2, apart from the usage of the Divided 

Visual Field (DVF), which was used in the second experiment but not in the first one. The DVF 

allows to present the first word in a given pair at the centre of the visual field, while the second 

word of the pair will be presented either on the right or the left. Because this technique was not 

used in experiment 1, all the items in every source-target pair appeared at the centre of the 

visual field, without lateralisation (Coli, 2016). 

As far as the first experiment is concerned, results showed a significant activation of MIE, with 

the classification of metaphorical couples requiring longer reaction times compared to the class 

of scrambled literal pairs.  

    The metaphors used for this thesis were taken from experiment 2, for a total of seventy-four 

source-target pairs. Some of these were well-known and commonly used metaphors, e.g., 

TIME IS MONEY; while others were less common, but still quite easy to understand, e.g., AN 

ACROBAT IS A BUTTERFLY.  

    In order to counterbalance the stimuli and avoid interferences on the value of MIE, Coli 

(2016) also analysed the couples of words in terms of different variables. These were: 

• Frequency: the frequency’s value was based on how often the pairs would occur in 

everyday language. This was carried out through Google’s search engine.  

• Association between the two words: Coli (2016) asked 60 individuals to say the first 

word that came to their mind when they were told a specific one. This allowed to make 

sure the two words in the pairs were not semantically associated. 

• Familiarity: this value is highly subjective since it depends on the person’s exposition 

to a certain couple of words. Individuals could assign a value between 1 (not familiar) 

and 7 (highly familiar).  

• Goodness: this value reflected how well the linking between the two words was 

expressed. Once again, participants could assign a value between 1 (badly expressed) 

and 7 (well expressed).  

• Innovativeness: the 60 participants who analysed the materials had to assign, again, a 

value between 1 (not innovative) to 7 (very innovative) to the pairs.  
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• Valence: this value was estimated through a scale going from -3 (negative), passing to 

0 (neutral), to +3 (positive).  

• Concreteness: every word was assigned a value between 1 and 7. The pairs were 

considered concrete if they had a value lower than 3, while they were considered 

abstract if they had a value higher than 3. 

• Comprehensibility: a survey was distributed to the 60 participants; the individuals had 

to estimate how comprehensible a given couple was, assigning a value from 1 (not 

comprehensible) to 7 (very comprehensible).  

What can be observed on the final dataset of 74 metaphors, the pairs were all assigned a value 

between 3 and 7 as far as comprehensibility is concerned. However, only few pairs were 

assigned the highest value. It is fair to say that this behaviour is rather normal: with metaphors 

it is hardly ever possible to reach very high score in comprehensibility, since the mapping 

mechanism at the base of metaphors is not completely straightforward. The idea of metaphor 

has indeed the intention to disrupt to a certain point the concept of the target domain.  

    The second experiment in Coli (2016) returned that participants had longer reaction times 

when they had to classify a metaphorical stimulus compared to a literal stimulus. This is in line 

with the results of Glucksberg, Gildea, and Bookin (1982) and of experiment 1 (Coli, 2016).  

This thesis does not treat the MIE topic; however, describing the previous work by Coli (2016) 

was fundamental in order to understand the dataset used for this thesis. That being said, the 

description of Coli’s work stops here.  

    Both the work and the dataset of 74 source – target pairs were in Italian, while this thesis 

was conducted in English. Therefore, a translation of the nouns constituting the sources and 

the targets was conducted. The meanings of the metaphors continued to remain constant from 

one language into another, hence no couple needed be eliminated from the list because the 

translation had made the metaphor non-sensical. 

    In addition to the Coli’s dataset, further ten metaphors were inserted in the dataset, due to 

issues in finding images for the computer vision side of the project, as previously delineated. 

These ten metaphors were taken from the website leverageedu.com (Sidrah, 2021). The 

webpage contains the most common metaphors in English, ranked from easy to difficult. In 

particular, this website can be used in preparation for English Language certification, since the 

metaphors present in the page are often used in the Use of English section of the exam; 

however, it is useful more generally to students who want to improve and learn more English 

metaphors and proper expressions.  
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The additional ten metaphors chosen to increase the dataset were chosen from a standpoint of 

intuitiveness. Indeed, all of them were highly understandable, highly common, and most 

importantly highly comprehensible.  
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3.3 Experiment 1 

3.3.1 Introduction 

 

    The first attempt at creating an approach for metaphor interpretation through vector was a 

small stretch. In order words, the simplistic features, and its linearity already foretold that there 

was a high probability that it would have failed. Nonetheless, because of its purity and 

simplicity, it was also worth making the attempt, because if it worked, it would have been a 

very easy method.  

    The first step in the description of this experiment needs to remind that the metaphors of the 

dataset retrieved for the thesis are highly conventional. This has a connection with the type of 

adjectives retrievable from the models (namely, fastText (Bojanowski, Grave, Joulin, & 

Mikolov, 2016), and Sketch Engine (Kilgarriff, Rychlý, Smrz, & Tugwell, 2004)) used in this 

experiment.  

Both fastText and Sketch Engine strongly base their word retrieval (or vector retrieval for the 

first model more specifically) on the co-occurrence of words. Therefore, the adjectives either 

retrieved from fastText’s function nearest neighbours or through Word Sketch on Sketch 

Engine would always be influenced by the words they are connected to. In other words, when 

retrieving the adjectives from ‘dog’, it is very unlikely to find adjectives such as ‘technological’ 

or ‘rotten’ on the list. Hence, the choice of adjectives would not be random, or partially so, but 

it would have based on a certain given word, which was the source or the target. 

    This supposedly should have had an impact on the results for the first experiment, although 

the reasoning is somewhat faulty.  

As it was previously asserted, since the adjectives are not random but linked to the source and 

target in a pair, the adjective that could possibly describe the given metaphor should be present 

in both lists – one for the source and one for the target – because, once again, the metaphors in 

the dataset are conventional.  

Therefore, as it is possible to evince, the idea for the first experiment was based upon the fact 

that given the high usage of said metaphors the adjectives describing them would have appeared 

in the lists. As it will be furtherly explained in the results, the first experiment was highly 

inconclusive, since it was not possible to find a pattern in the subset of metaphors used to test 

the concept.  

What is more, even if the results were not inconclusive and the idea actually worked, other 

issues would have manifested later on, when applying the approach to novel metaphors: since 
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they are novel, there is no vector space or Word Sketch that contains the occurrences of the 

word order appearing in the metaphor; it would also be impossible to choose a good adjective, 

because the metaphor has never been ‘described’.  

 

 

 

3.3.2 Methods 

 

    Since experiment 1 has been treated as a proof of concept, only a subset of the full dataset 

for the thesis has been considered, ready to be expanded in case the results were promising.  

The subset of the dataset consisted in six randomly chosen pairs (in the following list, the first 

noun is the target, while the second noun is the source, following the ‘X is Y’ format): 

 

• Idea – prison (comprehensibility rate: 5.43) 

• Word – razor (comprehensibility rate: 3.84) 

• Party – hurricane (comprehensibility rate: 5.67) 

• Alcohol – burden (comprehensibility rate: 5.67) 

• Lawyer – shark (comprehensibility rate: 4.22) 

• Concept – maze (comprehensibility rate: 5.43) 

 

Although randomly chosen, all metaphors are highly comprehensible and often used. This 

characteristic should have, in theory, covered for the fact that no vector manipulation was 

applied, but simply the method relied on already made vector spaces.  

    As far as the methodology for achieving the results is concerned, it based itself on lists 

comparison and was rather simple, as previously mentioned.  

The first step was that of downloading an adjective list for each member of the metaphorical 

pair: for instance, taking the first couple in the experiment, there was a list for IDEA and a list 

for PRISON. These lists contained all adjectives that frequently accompany the sources and 

the targets. The list retrieval was done for all six pairs, and what is more, was carried out both 

with Sketch Engine and fastText (through the ‘nearest neighbor’ function). This has, as stated, 

implications on the type of adjectives, since they would follow occurrences in corpora.  
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The second step was that of filtering the adjectives since it was necessary to eliminate all 

adjectives which could not be considered descriptive. For this step, the formerly Python set 

built with NLTK was used. The remaining filtered adjectives were inserted in lists, which were 

used in the following steps.  

The third and final step was the crucial one since it would have tested the theory behind 

experiment 1. For each of the six couples randomly picked, the list of the source and the list of 

the target were intersected with each other, in order to return the adjectives that were common 

to both. Since the metaphors were conventional, at least one correct adjective was expected to 

be returned. This step was conducted both with the lists retrieved from Sketch Engine 

(Kilgarriff, Rychlý, Smrz, & Tugwell, 2004) and the lists retrieved from fastText (Bojanowski, 

Grave, Joulin, & Mikolov, 2016). 

The experiment, as foreseeable, was carried out for all six pairs.  

 
 

3.3.3 Results 

 

    The results for experiment 1 did not undergo any particular analysis, as it happened for the 

second experiment. Indeed, the first experiment was resembled a proof of concept, and in 

addition, the return of adjectives could be interpreted without conducting further analysis: if 

the two lists both contained certain adjectives, these would be printed out on screen; otherwise, 

the list remained empty.  

The experiment was to be considered inconclusive for different reasons. More specifically, the 

reason concerning the results is that since the metaphors were conventional, at least one correct 

adjective was expected to be present in both lists. However, this was not the case.  

Out of the six pairs before mentioned, only the pair concept – maze contained an adjective that 

could describe the given metaphor and that was present in both lists – namely that of the source 

and that of the target. The adjective in question is ‘difficult’, and albeit simple, it does sum up 

the idea that the metaphor is trying to convey.  

As far as the other couples are concerned, the adjectives in common, if there were any, were 

completely out of context and were not linked to the meaning of the metaphor. Here is a table 

with the six couples and the adjectives in common from lists retrieved from Sketch Engine.  
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METAPHORICAL PAIR ADJECTIVES 

Idea – prison good, bad, different, more, such 

Word – razor straight 

Party – hurricane bad, strong, major, perfect, third, more 

Alcohol – burden due, excess, likely, excessive, high, such 

Lawyer – shark present 

Concept - maze easy, difficult, simple, mathematical, entire, complex, 

traditional, moral, legal modern. 
 

Table 2. Adjectives in common between sources' lists and targets' lists retrieved from Sketch Engine 
(Kilgarriff, Rychlý, Smrz, & Tugwell, 2004). 

 

Below, six Venn diagrams will be inserted for each pair with adjectives retrieved from Sketch 

Engine, to visually represent the data inserted in Table 2.  

 

 

 
Figure 9. Venn diagram of adjectives retrieved from Sketch Engine (couple idea-prison) 
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Figure 10. Venn diagram of adjectives retrieved from Sketch Engine (couple word-razor) 

 

 

 
Figure 11. Venn diagram of adjectives retrieved from Sketch Engine (couple party-hurricane) 
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Figure 12. Venn diagram of adjectives retrieved from Sketch Engine (couple alcohol-burden) 

 

 

 
Figure 13. Venn diagram of adjectives retrieved from Sketch Engine (couple lawyer-shark) 
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Figure 14. Venn diagram of adjectives retrieved from Sketch Engine (couple concept-maze) 

 

 

As it is possible to remark from Table 2, only the last pair contains an adjective that may 

describe the metaphor. However, for concept – maze the common list does include other 

adjectives that not only do not describe the metaphor, but they are also the exact opposite of 

the ‘right’ adjective – cf., for instance, ‘easy’, or ‘simple’. It is, therefore, safe to say that the 

lists retrieved from Sketch Engine (Kilgarriff, Rychlý, Smrz, & Tugwell, 2004) returned 

inconclusive results for experiment 1.  

    The issue arises with fastText (Bojanowski, Grave, Joulin, & Mikolov, 2016) as well, with 

the results being most likely worse than those of Sketch Engine.  
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METAPHORICAL PAIR ADJECTIVES 

Idea – prison No common elements 

Word – razor No common elements 

Party – hurricane No common elements 

Alcohol – burden No common elements 

Lawyer – shark No common elements 

Concept - maze fiendish, convoluted, labyrinthian, mazy, ziz-zag, tortuous, 

mazed, Kafkaesque, mind-bending, trackless, intricate, 

zigzag, labyrinthine, disorienting, circuitous, twisty 

 
Table 3. Adjectives in common between sources' lists and targets' lists retrieved from fastText (Bojanowski, 

Grave, Joulin, & Mikolov, 2016). 

 

Below, six Venn diagrams will be inserted for each pair with adjectives retrieved from fastText, 

to visually represent the data inserted in Table 3. 

 

 
Figure 15. Venn diagram of adjectives retrieved from fastText (couple idea-prison) 
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Figure 16. Venn diagram of adjectives retrieved from fastText (couple word-razor) 

 

 

 
Figure 17. Venn diagram of adjectives retrieved from fastText (couple party-hurricane) 
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Figure 18. Venn diagram of adjectives retrieved from fastText (couple alcohol-burden) 

 

 

 

 
Figure 19. Venn diagram of adjectives retrieved from fastText (couple lawyer-shark) 
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Figure 20. Venn diagram of adjectives retrieved from fastText (couple concept-maze) 

 

As it can be evinced from Table 3, the lists retrieved from fastText for the six randomly chosen 

pairs never intersected with positive results, except for one case: concept – maze. In this case, 

there are a few adjectives, and therefore not just one, which could describe the given metaphor: 

e.g., tortuous, mind-bending, intricate, disorienting, twisty. If compared to the list retrieved 

from Sketch Engine for the same couple, it could be argued that the list retrieved from fastText 

provides more sophisticated and less general adjectives.  
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3.4 Experiment 2 

3.4.1 Introduction 

 

    Experiment 2 derived from the need to adapt the founding idea of experiment 1 to the actual 

metaphorical mapping.  

The issues encountered during the first experiment made it clear that it was necessary to find 

another computationally cheap approach to achieve the goal; however, the method required to 

be more complex, in order to best represent the mapping.  

    The ground for this second experiment comes from behavioural and electrophysiological 

studies, in addition to Event-Related Potentials studies, on humans, which had the task of 

understanding how the mapping in metaphors actually works.  

The first discover that these studies reached was that processing and comprehending metaphors 

highly depends on the conventionality of the metaphor itself. This means that by analysing the 

human response to literal and metaphorical utterances, researchers found longer reaction times 

and lower accuracy rates for metaphorical expressions compared to literal sentences 

(McGregor, Agres, Rataj, Purver, & Wiggins, 2019). As it is to be expected, there is also a 

difference between conventional and novel metaphors: as a matter of fact, conventional 

metaphors usually require faster reaction times compared to novel metaphors; however, the 

said reaction times are always longer than those for literal sentences.  

Therefore, there is an established proof that the processing – and consequently understanding 

– of metaphors requires a particular type of mapping, that may be more or less automatic, 

depending on what metaphors humans are presented with.  

    It is possible to find different theoretical accounts that tried to best represent the said 

mapping; nevertheless, the most reliable ones are the structure mapping model (Bowdle & 

Gentner, 2005) and the career of metaphor model (Bowdle & Gentner, 2005). 

The structure mapping model claims that when processing and understanding metaphors, 

individuals require a symmetric mapping mechanism that allows them to align the 

commonalities between the source and the target of a given metaphor. In addition, it is also 

necessary for the mechanism to project an inference about the source onto the target (Bowdle 

& Gentner, 2005).  
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The career of metaphor model further broadens the previous model by stating that conventional 

metaphors also need a process of categorisation; instead, novel metaphors do not require such 

a process, since they are understood in terms of comparison. 

These models are highly reliable, backed up by different studies. However, the most serious 

problem about these models is that they are rightly applied to humans. While it is necessary to 

understand processes in humans before they are applied to machines, machines and computers 

do not work in the same way humans do. Therefore, applying these models as they are, intact, 

it would most likely lead nowhere.  

One simple reasoning for this is the fact that the models are based on commonalities between 

the source and the target. In experiment 1, the attempt was that of using the commonalities and 

their expected representation in a distributional vector space as a way to choose adjectives that 

could describe the metaphors. However, as previously demonstrated, this did not reveal itself 

to be the case. The reason may reside in the fact that machines do not have perceptions.  

Bowdle and Gentner (2005) underline how mapping mechanism requires commonalities 

between the source and the target. Let us say that we have the metaphor in (1), which is said 

by a kindergarten teacher to her colleagues: 

 

(1) Today my classroom was a zoo 

 

It is true that the characteristics of a zoo are transposed into the classroom she just taught to; 

however, without the perception of that classroom in that particular day, the teacher would 

have most likely not even uttered the metaphor. As far as humans are concerned, the perception 

of the target is a necessary condition for the metaphor to appear. The issue with perceptions is 

twofold: on one hand, they are personal, so even some other human counterparts may disagree 

with the metaphor or not understand it; on the other, it is nearly impossible to instantiate a 

perception in a non-sentient object, like a machine. Computers and machines are not sentient 

and do not have perceptions, as far as it is known.  

Thus, it was imperative to find a way to mimic the mapping without considering the perception 

role in metaphors. This was reached excluding commonalities represented as adjectives, and 

trying another approach based on cosine similarity between modified and ‘pure’ targets (cf. 

3.4.2.2 Python’s custom-made calc_sim function).  

    The approach of modelling the transfer of properties from one domain to another has been 

the key in representing metaphors in computational semantics. Some studies used more 

structured and logical representations (Martin, 1990), while the most recent approaches are 
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based on distributional semantics techniques. The reason for this relies on the fact that vector 

spaces and their diverse features have been demonstrated to improve the performances of 

models in NLP tasks. Most recently, the method in metaphor interpretation or recognition has 

grown out of metaphor paraphrases.  

While this approach, has been tested several times and has showed to return good accuracies, 

it does not really represent the ‘human’ mapping in metaphor understanding. This is why this 

thesis and this second experiment try otherwise and focus on the specific type of mapping it is 

possible to observe in individuals.  

 

 

3.4.2 Methods 

3.4.2.1 Materials 

 

    Since experiment 2 was expected to employ the correct approach, it was tested on the whole 

metaphor dataset collected for the thesis (cf. 3.2.1 The metaphor dataset). 

Hence, the total number of source-target pair was eighty-four. For each source, its related 

adjectives were downloaded in a csv file from Sketch Engine (Kilgarriff, Rychlý, Smrz, & 

Tugwell, 2004) and store them in a folder. Most generally, all sources retrieved more than ten 

adjectives each, apart from four sources (the source is always the second item in the couple, 

since they respect the X is Y order): 

 

• Lie – boomerang: 7 adjectives 

• Politician – Chamaeleon: 2 adjectives 

• Researcher – bulldozer: 7 adjectives 

• Sleep – hug: 4 adjectives 

 

Therefore, in these four cases, the list of adjectives was very short and obviously the function 

returned all of them, always following a decrescent similarity order.  

The adjectives were filtered and stored in a dictionary, which was later called in the function, 

which will be explained in detail in the next section.  
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3.4.2.2 Python’s custom-made calc_sim function 

 

    The theory developed for experiment two, and which was supposed to represent the mapping 

in human metaphor processing and understanding, needed to be effective but at the same time 

highly computationally cheap.  

The most affordable way to achieve this goal was creating a function on Python. The reason 

for this being the case is threefold: firstly, the function contains and runs all the steps necessary 

to achieve the scope with a smooth approach; secondly, it can be inserted in an automatised 

loop to apply the function – and consequently return the adjectives in this case – for each 

metaphorical pair; finally, with a bigger model or further pipeline in mind, a Python function 

is simply accessible, affordable, and on top of everything, useful. Thus, since the idea required 

some vector manipulation, the function seemed to be the safest place to choose.  

    At the core of creating the function laid the issue of representing the metaphorical mapping. 

This was most likely the most significant impediment as far as this first part is concerned.  

After a thorough literature review and some extensive brain storming, the choice which made 

the most sense was that of using adjectives as a mean to interpret the given metaphor. So as to 

make an example, for the metaphorical pair time – money, a possible adjective descripting the 

metaphor could be ‘precious’ or ‘important’.  

Adjectives were the safest choice because they tend to represent certain properties of the 

noun(s) they are associated to; hence, usually individuals use them when describing a 

metaphor: most generally, if we are asked to describe what TIME IS MONEY means, we would 

probably say ‘time is precious’ or ‘time is non-infinite’. Basically, speakers stripe away the 

metaphorical association and assign an adjective (deriving from the source) to the target.  

Starting from this viewpoint, the goal was that of using this diffused process and apply it to a 

function.  

Since the processes inside the function – called calc_sim – are quite diverse and difficult, these 

will be broken down in the following few lines, in order to make them as clear and easy as 

possible.  

    The first step in building experiment two’s function was that of retrieving the vectors since 

the whole concept is based upon vector manipulation. In particular, the vectors retrieved were 

those for each adjective referring to the source of a given pair, plus the vector for the pair’s 

target. As previously stated, the model used for the vector retrieval was fastText (Bojanowski, 
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Grave, Joulin, & Mikolov, 2016) (cf. 2.3.2. The role of context, distributional spaces, and 

fastText).  

Once the function had retrieved all the necessary vectors for each adjective and the target, the 

adjectives were stored in a list, which would maintain the order of original list of adjectives – 

the only difference was that, in this last case, it was a list of vectors and not a list of strings.  

    The second step consisted in manipulating the vectors. As clearly explained in the 

introduction of this experiment two’s section, the scope was that of modifying the target, as to 

represent the mapping in metaphor processing. In order to do that, two simple mathematical 

operations were adopted: multiplication (i.e., Hadamard product) and addition.  

Therefore, the function took every adjective vector in the list and multiplied it for the target 

vector. The same process was carried out a second time, where, however, the vectors were not 

multiplied but one was added to the other.  

As a result, the function created a new series of modified vectors which should represent the 

target in a given pair, but with a different shade of meaning to it, represented by the adjective 

vector. These resulting vectors were again inserted in another list, so as to respect the order in 

which the adjectives originally appeared.  

    The third step comprises the calculation of cosine similarity. The rationale deals with the 

fact that for the theory to work, the ‘correct’ adjective (which should interpret the metaphor) is 

an adjective that does modify the target, but not too much as to change its meaning. Hence, in 

order to make this idea computational, cosine similarity was the approach that best suited the 

search for said adjective.  

Cosine similarity is one of the most used measures in DS to represent the degree of similarity 

between two nouns. More specifically, it identifies a number – always between -1 (not similar 

at all) and 1 (completely similar) – that corresponds to the cosine of the angle which two vectors 

form when it is required to investigate how similar they are. The reason for this is that in 

distributional spaces, words that have similar meaning will have similar distributions. 

Therefore, if we calculate the similarity between the vector for ‘car’ and the vector for 

‘automobile’, the value of cosine similarity will be closer to 1 compared to the value of cosine 

similarity calculated between the vector for ‘car’ and the vector for ‘palm’.  

Thus, the function calculates the cosine similarity between each modified target and its original 

‘pure’ target for each source-target pair. Next, the similarities are inserted in another list to 

respect the order.  

    The fourth and final step directs the process to its most delicate part: sorting and identifying 

the acceptable results. The function was required to return the highest similarities, since it 
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would mean that the adjectives related to those similarities were modifying the least their target. 

Therefore, sorting the lists both for Hadamard product and addition was the easiest solution.  

Once the lists were sorted, a simple splitting was carried out, in order to consider only the first 

ten elements in the sorted lists. After this splitting, the problem was retrieving the adjectives 

corresponding to those first ten similarities.  

Firstly, a for loop was inserted in order to calculate the index of each similarity in the non-

sorted original lists. These indexes were used to then retrieve the adjectives from the adjective 

lists. As it can be understood, this process was executed both for Hadamard product and 

addition; therefore, in total, the function would return and print out two lists of ten adjectives 

each, plus the corresponding similarities.      

 

 
Figure 21. Results of the ten adjectives with highest similarity for Hadamard product (acrobat-butterfly) 

 

 
Figure 22. Results of the ten adjectives with highest similarity for addition (acrobat-butterfly) 
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Figure 15 and Figure 16 show what the function printed for the couple acrobat – butterfly. The 

order of the adjective respects the similarity value (from high to low) and, more importantly, 

the list of total adjectives has been reduced to the first ten adjectives, which gives the machine 

more opportunities to achieve the goal and may return more than one appropriate adjective. 

The numbers next to the adjective are the similarity values between the ‘pure’ target and the 

target modified with the given adjective.  

 

 

 

3.4.3 Initial results 

 

    Before conducting a more scientific analysis and, more specifically, asking humans to rate 

the precision of the machine, an informal check of the data was carried out.  

Since for the survey the possible adjectives to insert in the list needed to be either the result of 

Hadamard product or addition, and not both, I ‘rated’ if the machine was able to return more 

appropriate adjectives through Hadamard product or addition.  

    From this informal preliminary analysis, it became clear that for the majority of the 

metaphorical pairs, the adjectives were the same for both addition and Hadamard product. 

However, addition failed at returning at least one good adjective for seven pairs; while for 

fourteen out of 84 pairs, neither Hadamard product nor addition found an appropriate adjective. 

It is extremely important to underline that this is in no way an official analysis: it was necessary 

however to choose from a human perspective which of the two mathematical operations 

returned the highest number of correct adjectives. Since the rules were strict and the metaphors 

were highly conventional, it was possible to carry it out without difficulties and without doubts.  

    For a more scientific and official analysis of the machine’s precision in returning at least one 

adjective per metaphorical pair, please refer to the next section, where the survey distributed to 

human judgers will be explained in detail.  
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3.4.4 Qualtrics’ survey 

 

    Once the function had been run for all eighty-four metaphors, and the results were collected, 

it was necessary to find a way to analyse them with a scientifically reliable approach. The most 

suitable method was that of creating a survey that would ask human judges to define whether 

for each metaphor the machine had returned at least one appropriate adjective.  

The reason for this being scientific is that individuals have been proved to be able to understand 

and describe conventional metaphors extremely well – although the reaction times may be 

slower compared to literal sentences (McGregor, Agres, Rataj, Purver, & Wiggins, 2019). 

Therefore, having an adequate number of speakers react to and ratify the precision of the 

machine in interpreting linguistic features it does not understand would allow to obtain a 

reliable measure of accuracy.  

    In order to receive individuals’ choices, it was necessary to create and distribute a survey. 

For this thesis we relied on  Qualtrics4,.  

The survey started by showing three separate pages with instructions on what the survey 

consisted of, how to carry it out (e.g., only in one session and through a computer), the module 

of consent explaining the right to withdraw and not accept to do the survey, and the actual 

question of acceptance.  

A fourth introductory page was required in order to exclude participants whose English 

language level was not sufficiently high. Indeed, participants were required to possess – either 

through an official certification or from a general guess based on university exams – at least a 

B2 level in the CEFR (Cambridge Assessment English, n.d.). Hence participants were 

presented a question where they had to indicate their level of English according to the already 

mentioned CEFR while being as sincere as possible. They had six options, corresponding to 

the levels: A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2. Three skip to functions were inserted in case participants 

selected one of the first three levels (namely, A1, A2, B1). If this happened, the software 

directly skipped to the last page, since they obviously did not have the level to be able to process 

metaphors in English as they should have. 

This fourth page, and first real question, was by no means intended to discredit or judge the 

participants. However, it was necessary for the individuals to process the whole survey in 

 
4 The survey was conducted using Qualtrics survey, version [March 2022]. Copyright © 2022 Qualtrics. 
Qualtrics and all other Qualtrics product or service names are registered trademarks or trademarks of Qualtrics, 
Provo, UT, USA. https://www.qualtrics.com 
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English, think of adjectives that could describe the given metaphor and decide whether those 

listed were appropriate. If participants did not have a level high enough, it would have not been 

possible to consider their answer as reliable.  

    As it can be foreseen, all metaphorical pairs needed to be presented an equal number of times 

to the participants. Nevertheless, creating a survey with eighty-four questions and forcing 

participants to make a decision for all of them would have been an overload. Therefore, the 

dataset was randomly split into three groups, each containing twenty-eight pairs. The pairs 

were not randomly assigned to the group since there was no pattern in the dataset: the first third 

of the dataset constituted Group 1; the second third was inserted in Group 2; and the remaining 

pairs formed Group 3.  

For each pair, participants would see the prompt “Choose at least one adjective in the following 

list that you think may interpret the meaning of this sentence: X is Y”, where X is Y constituted 

the relationship between the source and the target of each pair. In certain cases, to make the 

questions more diverse, a shorter prompt was added, e.g., “Look!” or “I can’t believe that”. 

These adjuncts did not alter the metaphor, since the relationship was always of the type X is Y, 

simply they avoided that the survey’s questioned felt repetitive. Figure 17 gives an example of 

the question showed to participants for the first conceptual metaphor of the dataset: AN 

ACROBAT IS A BUTTERFLY.  

 

 
Figure 23. Example of question on Qualtrics given to participants (couple: acrobat-butterfly) 
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Each question contained eleven choices. The first ten choices were the adjectives returned 

through the Python’s function calc_sim. They were inserted for visual purposes in the order 

given by the machine; however, once the survey was distributed to the participants, these would 

see the choices in a randomised order.  

The eleventh choice contained a standard prompt “If you think none of the above is appropriate, 

write one in the box”. This choice could be selected, however participants had to insert at least 

one adjective they thought was more appropriate. In addition, it is important to underline that 

all questions allowed multiple answers. Hence, if participants thought one of the ten adjectives 

could describe the metaphor but also thought of another appropriate adjective, they could 

certainly do so.  

    Once the participants clicked on the survey link shared with them, they were randomly 

assigned a group of questions.  

Each participant answered to twenty-eight questions, and once they completed the survey, a 

final page with an inscription thanking them for completing the survey and notifying them that 

their answer had been stored.  

    The survey link was shared among university students, through WhatsApp groups, Facebook 

groups and personal acquaintances. After two months the number of people completing the 

survey plateaued at zero, and there was no way of collecting more replies. Therefore, the survey 

was ended there, with a total of fifty-four participants, i.e., eighteen participants per group.  
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3.4.5 Final results 

 

    The total number of total responses was fifty-four, while the total number of analysable 

responses recorded by Qualtrics was fifty-one. Three responses could not be considered 

because those participants did not have an English level of B2 or higher, and therefore they 

were not even able to answer to the following questions.  

To give a description of the English levels of the fifty-four participants, 1 participant declared 

to have an A2 level, 2 participants stated they possessed an B1, 20 claimed they had a B2, 25 

individuals declared their level was C1, and finally, only 6 affirmed they possessed a C2 level.  

    The data collected through human judges was analysed according to the rules of precision-

at-k. Precision is together with recall one of the most used techniques to calculate accuracy 

and effectiveness in information retrieval (Manning, Raghavan, & Schütze, 2008, p. 154). 

Precision is calculated as the fraction of retrieved items which are relevant to a certain task. 

More practically (Manning, Raghavan, & Schütze, 2008, p. 155), it would be:  

 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛	(𝑃) =
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟	𝑜𝑓	𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑑	𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑡	𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟	𝑜𝑓	𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑑	𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠 = 𝑃(𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑡|𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑑) 

 

Considering the task for this thesis, the ‘number of retrieved relevant items’ would correspond 

to the number of adjectives that could describe the metaphor according to human judges; 

instead, the ‘number of retrieved items’ would be equal to 10 (sometimes less then 10 because 

the list of adjectives was very short, see 3.4.2.1 Materials).  

The most useful and most reliable precision would be the one considering all adjectives, 

therefore precision-at-10. This is the type of precision that was be chosen to carry out an 

evaluation of the approach. However, more than one precision was taken into consideration. 

Indeed, cumulative precision at every adjective was calculated, for a total of ten values: 

precision-at-1, precision-at-2, precision-at-3, etc.  

A relevant question was that of when it would be sensible to assign 1 and when 0. In other 

words, in order to effectively calculate the precision, the adjectives needed to be assigned a 

number – 1 meant that it received some votes, 0 meant that no participant chose that particular 

adjective. It felt necessary to conduct two analyses: the first analysis has a ‘threshold’ at 1, 

while the second analysis has a ‘threshold’ at 2. This means that in the first case, every adjective 

which had at least 1 vote from the human judges would have been assigned value 1, otherwise 
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it was assigned the value 0. In the second case, instead, only adjectives which received at least 

2 votes were assigned value 1. 

After all the partial precisions were calculated (namely, the machine’s precision at each single 

question or metaphorical pair), the mean average was computed for each precision for two 

reasons: first, have a grasp about the general accuracy at each k; second, be able to plot a graph 

where the trend would have been made visible. The mean averages and the graphs were 

calculated and plotted for each ‘threshold’.  

The final results and the graphs will be inserted below, before continuing with a more careful 

analysis and consideration – precision-at-k will be shortened to ‘p@k’.  

 

p@1 p@2 p@3 p@4 p@5 p@6 p@7 p@8 p@9 p@10 

0,726 0,702 0,677 0,659 0,637 0,623 0,625 0,627 0,629 0,611 
 

Table 4. Mean averages of single precisions for each k. Threshold at 1. 

 

 

Figure 24. Graph of the trend of averages for each precision (threshold = 1). Averages are signalled as 
labels below the trendline. 

 

    The first analysis conducted assigning to each choice a value of 1 if it had received at least 

one vote returned averagely significantly relevant results. As it can be seen from Figure 24., 

the best precision was returned for precision-at-1, with a value of 0.726. The problem of 
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considering only the first result as appropriate may rule out some other appropriate adjectives 

which may describe the metaphor. In certain metaphorical pairs, the first adjectives received at 

least 1 vote, however an adjective with a lower index (i.e., closer to 10) received significantly 

more votes – to give a demonstration, for the pair acrobat-butterfly adjective #1 received 7 

votes, while adjective #4 received 16 votes.  

The trend’s slope always report a difference of about 0.20 points until precision-at-6. 

Subsequently, the slope does raise – albeit not as significantly as the decrease – between 

precision-at-6 and precision-at-9, to simply decrease again at precision-at-10.  

    As far as the second analysis is concerned – i.e., where only adjectives with at least two votes 

were assigned value 1 – the results were slightly less performant, as it can be imagined. Before 

continuing with the analysis, Table 5 and Figure 25. show the data derived from the above-

mentioned analysis.  

 

p@1 p@2 p@3 p@4 p@5 p@6 p@7 p@8 p@9 p@10 

0,643 0,554 0,540 0,531 0,499 0,480 0,465 0,470 0,463 0,459 

 
Table 5. Mean averages of single precisions for each k. Threshold at 2. 

 
 

Figure 25. Graph of the trend of averages for each precision (threshold = 2). Averages are signalled as 
labels below the trendline 
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Since a smaller number of adjectives was held appropriate in this second analysis, all precisions 

are averagely 0.1 points lower compared to the first analysis. This is not surprising, nor it was 

expected any different. However, there appears to be a different trend, if compared to the first 

analysis. Between precision-at-1 and precision-at-6 there is a downward slope; however, the 

pace of decrease is not as steady and consistent as the one in the first analysis (in the same 

range of precisions): here, the slope does not decrease with an overall homogenous reduction. 

It is also possible to remark that there is no slight increase between precision-at-6 and precision-

at-9: only a minor increment of 0.02 at precision-at-8 can be observed; nevertheless, it does not 

follow the same trend which can be found in the previous analysis.  

    Overall, it is safe to assert that the two slopes identifying the trends for the two analyses are 

not dramatically different: indeed, both show a trend’s downturn after precision-at-1, although 

less steep in the first analysis. They also both demonstrate that the precision-at-10 – which is 

argued to be the most informative as previously delineated – is significantly lower compared 

to precision-at-1, although this is less evident for the first case, compared to the second analysis. 

This last remark is in line with the fact that in the second analysis more adjectives have been 

ruled out, and therefore, it is in fact obvious that the difference between precision-at-1 and 

precision-at-10 is more significant in the second case. Figure 26. demonstrate in a visual way 

the reasoning that has been carried out in the previous lines.  

 

 

 
Figure 26. Comparison between the trends identified in the two previous graphs. 
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    In conclusion, when considering all adjectives which received at least one vote by human 

judges, the machine (i.e., the function) does seem to perform significantly better. When ruling 

out the adjectives with less than two votes, the performance does deteriorate to a certain extent, 

although it would be unfair to claim that the results are catastrophic.  

 

    The first two analyses were necessary to have a general understanding of how the machine 

performed and what could be done otherwise. However, from a linguistic point of view, it is 

informative to a certain extent.  

Since Coli (2016) reports psycholinguistic ratings, for instance familiarity and innovativeness 

(cf. 3.2.1 The metaphor dataset), it would have been interesting to investigate what relationship 

– if any – exists among the precision of the machines and the said features. The most sensible 

way to carry out this task was by performing a multiple regression between four variables: the 

dependent variable was the precision-at-10, which was said to be the most reliable although 

lower compared to precision-at-1; instead, the independent variables were selected among the 

features by Coli (2016), in particular familiarity, innovativeness, and comprehensibility. It is 

important to highlight, however, that this third analysis employing multiple regression was 

conducted only on seventy-four out of eighty-four source-target pairs, which are present in the 

dataset collected by Coli (2016). The last ten metaphors which had been added for the image 

classification task did not undergo the same judging process as the other metaphors, and were, 

therefore, excluded from the multiple regression.  

    The three features chosen were not picked randomly, instead, they followed a reasoning. The 

judgements collected by Coli (2016) for her thesis were based upon characteristics that 

normally non-literal language has. Among these, three – those mentioned a few lines above – 

were particularly interesting, because they may be either directly or in directly represented in 

a corpus (used to retrieve the vectors). 

For instance, if a metaphor is familiar or highly comprehensible for humans, it essentially 

means that individuals have encountered it many times, their processing reaction times are 

potentially shorter. From a computational perspective, if a word or phrase is familiar to people, 

it means it occurs frequently in texts, discourses or conversations which are later used to build 

corpora.  

Innovativeness displays an opposite behaviour compared to familiarity or comprehensibility, 

since if a metaphor is defined innovative, it means it is new – albeit not novel – and not as 

sedimented as highly conventional metaphors. As a consequence, if a metaphor is innovative 
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for humans, it is fair to expect that a corpus will not display it as often as familiar or 

comprehensible metaphors.  

    This reasoning has some implications for the machine’s precision. In theory, when the 

function has to return the adjectives for a familiar metaphor, it would be reasonable to expect 

a better performance than one returning adjectives for an innovative metaphor. The reason for 

that being the case is that the target and the source appear more frequently together in sentences: 

this leads to more appropriate adjectives in the source’s list and more significant chance of 

having a higher cosine similarity for the said appropriate adjectives. Thus, the value for 

precision-at-10 in this case – which consider the totality of adjectives returned – should be 

higher compared to the value of precision-at-10 for innovative metaphors.  

    As previously stated, a multiple regression has been conducted to test whether the reasoning 

was supported by the machine’s results or if it is faulty.  

The most important value, which does offer an insight on the relationship among these 

variables is R2, which was not significant since its value attested at 0.1. If R2 has a value of 0.1, 

it is widely accepted that the model does not explain more variability; hence, it can be asserted 

that there is not a significant effect, since the value of R2 is this low.  

    There is, notwithstanding this, an interesting pattern as far as innovativeness is concerned, 

which does seem to counter the argumentation made before about the expectation as far as 

innovativeness and familiarity or comprehensibility are concerned.  

 

 

 
Table 6. Summary of coefficients’ calculation. The most interesting value to remark is the p-value for 

innovativeness. 

 

By looking at Table 6, only innovativeness possesses a p-value below 0.05, since its value is 

0.018. This value casts light on the possibility that the more innovative the given metaphor is, 

the more likely it is that the machine will demonstrate a high precision in its interpretation. On 
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the other hand, comprehensibility returned a p-value of 0.115, while familiarity had the highest 

p-value, namely 0.318.  

However, there could have been some interferences of multicollinearity; hence, to rule out the 

possibility that there is an effect of multicollinearity, the variance inflation factor (VIF) has 

been calculated. The VIF factor, nevertheless, did not show any sign of multicollinearity, since 

its value was below 5, leading to the conclusion that there was no evidence of multicollinearity 

between innovativeness and the other variables.  

    A further analysis on the behaviour of innovativeness has been completed, by plotting the 

marginal effects for the said feature. Marginal effects are interesting because they display the 

effect of a certain variable – in this case innovativeness – while the other variables are kept 

stable.  

Figure 27 shows the plotting of the before-mentioned marginal effects, where the 95% 

confidence interval has been inserted and displayed by the grey area around the black trendline. 

  

 
 

Figure 27. Plot of the marginal effects of innovativeness on precision-at-10. The grey area around the 
trendline represents the 95% confidence interval.  
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The case of innovativeness is interesting because it could lead to significantly positive results 

with novel metaphor interpretation, and this would facilitate the treatment of said metaphors.   
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3.5 Image classification task 

3.5.1 Introduction 

 

    Although a well-made, thought-through, and reliable corpus of visual metaphors does not 

exist for the time being (cf. 3.1 The background), the original purpose of the thesis was that of 

creating an approach that could process and interpret visual metaphors.  

Hence, as explained a few sections before (cf. 3.1 The background), the first step of recognising 

the source and the target in a given visual metaphor was skipped and set aside for a future 

moment when a reliable corpus will be available. Nonetheless, even though the first step was 

not included in this project, it was still necessary to carry out an image classification task.  

The reason for this being the case is that before the machine has the possibility of using the 

calc_sim function and actually return some adjectives that could describe the metaphor 

contained, it requires to have the string – i.e, the name – of both the source and the target. This 

is possible exclusively through image classification, for the machine needs to be able to 

recognise what is represented in the picture.  

    Since a pipeline was felt inevitable, it was imperative to carry out an image classification 

task before proceeding with the said pipeline. However, this thesis was not meant to gravitate 

around Computer Vision; hence, the task was not required to discover or test some particularly 

innovative techniques or some specific and highly detailed dataset. The scope was that of 

managing to assemble a pipeline for visual metaphor interpretation, and therefore an image 

classification task was necessary in order to obtain the correct classes of the images 

representing sources and targets. Thus, both the methods and the Neural Network (NN) used 

are coherent with the current state-of-the-art. 

It is worth mentioning, however, the few issues encountered in this section of the project. The 

first problem derived from retrieving the images. As it will be addressed in the next section, 

the databased chosen was ImageNet (ImageNet, 2021), because of its vast availability of 

classes and images. It is not an uncommon practice in image classification tasks, to use a 

subpart of the whole 14-million-image dataset, consisting of 1,000 classes for a total of 

1,281,167 training images, 50,000 validating images and 100,000 testing images 

(Russakovsky, et al., 2015). However, in this dataset, the classes did not contain the classes 

corresponding to the sources and targets in Coli’s (2016) dataset. Therefore, the only solution 

was that of asking for permission and downloading the whole dataset. 
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Nevertheless, although permission was granted and the entire dataset was downloaded, 

retrieving the images for all sources and targets of the Coli’s (2016) dataset was not possible: 

many of the sources and/or targets were not represented with images on ImageNet.  

    For the aforementioned motivations, the current work is a proof of concept. The 

experimental setting has been conducted under a constrained environment, in order to obtain 

some initial, baseline results. Bear in mind, though, that image classification is already 

established to give superb results (Russakovsky, et al., 2015), and it is used in all various 

settings. Hence, this section needs to be laid out as a proof of concept, for coherence purposes; 

yet, even though more pictures are retrieved, the results would not most likely drastically 

change. 

 

 
 

3.5.2 Methods 

 

    As previously explained, only a small part of the dataset used for the NLP side of the project 

had been represented with images in ImageNet and was, therefore, available to be used. In 

particular, the CV task could afford to employ only 20 source-target pairs. It is possible to find 

the list in the table below.  

 

Acrobat-butterfly Man-chest Professor-rock Cloud-cotton 

Dancer-drangonfly Man-sewer Flower-blanket Garden-rug 

Giraffe-skyscraper Professor-machine Snow-blanket Home-prison 

Girl-armor Soldier-lion Man-lion Heart-rock 

Girl-flower Street-snake Dancer-swan Time-money 

 
Table 7. List of source-target pairs used for the image classification task. 

 

    It is important to make a note: for some of the specific sources or targets, still there were no 

archives in ImageNet. However, by using synsets, it was remarked that there were archives for 

less specific nouns. For example, there were not tars for ‘girl’ and ‘man’; however, there was 

a tar for ‘person’. Now as far as the representation, this is not a major issue, since a girl and a 

man are biologically people. Yet, it does impact the results in a pipeline. Thus, a condition will 
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need to be made available (cf. 3.6 The pipeline). Through NLTK (Loper & Bird, 2002), it was 

possible to retrieve the tars of the corresponding synsets linked to both sources and targets (cf. 

3.2.3 Using WordNet).  

The images and their corresponding labels were split into three sets – a train set, a validation 

set, and a test set. The train set contained 32,267 images, the validation set contained 4,019 

images, and the test set contained 4,058 images. 

    The framework for the entire image classification task is the one suggested by PyTorch 

(Paszke, et al., 2019): every step was carried out according to the said framework.  

Before training and testing the NN for the classification task, a custom dataset was built, so 

that the datasets respected the splitting previously made. With a function, the images from the 

tars underwent a resize (224x224) and were assigned the corresponding labels, which had been 

previously stored in a csv file. There was an instance where a picture did not have the standard 

RGB channels for coloured picture but was in black and grey. Therefore, the function also had 

the goal of repeating the black-and-grey channel, 3 times, in order not to return any error while 

running the code.  

    As far as the NN is concerned, the choice fell on ResNet (He, Zhang, Ren, & Sun, 2015) for 

two reasons: first of all, it constitutes a significantly and widely used model in CV, which 

delivers a fair sense of reliability; secondly, ResNet has different versions, each containing a 

different number of hidden layers, and this reduces the risk of overfitting. If the structure of the 

NN does not match the difficulty of the task, there is the possibility of running up against the 

NN learning the noise, or learning all the patterns, which would lead to an eventual underfitting.  

For this project, ResNet50 was employed, given the fairly small number of images in the 

dataset. NNs have a set number of hidden layers – which are responsible for training and 

making predictions – which are proper to each individual NN. In the case of ResNet50, the 

number of layers is represented by the number in the NN’s name, namely it has 50 hidden 

layers. In the case of ResNet18, the NN has 18 hidden layers, and so forth.   

     The training and the testing of ResNet18 were conducted with the remote machine’s GPU, 

with a reproducibility seed set at 425. Finally, the training was iterated for 1,000 epochs, with 

a batch size of 16 and a learning rate of 0.001. 

 

 
5 The reason can be found in The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy (Adams, 1979) 
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3.5.3 Results  

 

    The results of the image classification task refer to the three phases normally used to train 

and test the NN: training phase, validation phase, and testing phase. The analysis of said results 

will follow the order just given and will take into consideration two values which were 

calculated by the NN at each epoch, namely the loss and the accuracy. The loss represents the 

value assumed by the loss function – in this case, Cross Entropy6 – at each iteration, and 

interprets the inaccuracy of the NN’s predictions. The accuracy was simply the value 

corresponding to:  
!"##$!%	'#$()!%)"*+

*,-.$#	"/	".+$#01%)"*+
 . 

    As far as the train set is concerned, both the loss and the accuracy follow an expected trend: 

the higher the epoch, the lower the loss value and the higher the accuracy. This was to be 

expected simply because while the NN is technically learning to make predictions based on the 

dataset, a high number of epochs should lead the NN to perform better, unless it is entangled 

in an overfitting or underfitting situation. Since every choice was pondered on the type of 

dataset, the type of task and the desired outcome, it was fair to await good results. Before 

continuing, here are the graphs representing loss’s and accuracy’s slopes.  

 
Figure 28. Curve of the NN's loss values over 1000 epochs (training set) 

 
6 For a detailed description of Cross Entropy, please refer to pytorch.org 
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Figure 29. Curve of NN's accuracy values over 1000 epochs (training set) 

 

The plots do show significant and reliable results for both loss and accuracy values. Towards 

the end of the training, the loss value was close to 0.1, while the accuracy was almost 0.98 (i.e., 

98%). The graph shows minor and small fluctuation in the slope over epochs: this means that 

the increase of accuracy or the decrease of the loss were not as steady as it may be expected. 

This is considered to be quite normal, and it may depend on the NN or the dataset. The most 

important event that it is desired to be measured is that the loss overall tends to decrease, and 

the accuracy overall tends to increase. This is the case for the training phase of this dataset, and 

therefore it can be claimed that the model capabilities are adequate to learn the classification 

task and in line with previous image classification tasks.  

    As far as the validation phase is concerned, the situation is different compared to the previous 

phase. More generally, the validation phase is supposed to give an estimate of the skill and 

robustness in making prediction of the previously trained and model (which has been carried 

out in the training phase). The validation phase is extremely important because this estimate 

constitutes the base upon which the decision of which model is important to save. In other 

words, at every epoch the training algorithm is instructed to calculate if the model accuracy on 
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the new epoch is higher compared to the previous epoch and, if so, save the weights of the best 

model so that it can be used in the testing phase.  

 

 
Figure 30. Curve of the NN's loss values over 1000 epochs (validation set) 

 

 
Figure 31. Curve of the NN's accuracy values over 1000 epochs (validation set) 
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Indeed, as it can be seen from both Figure 30 and Figure 31, the validation curves suggest that 

with the aforementioned hyperparameter setting, the network requires a small amount of 

epochs (ca. < 100) to generalize well on unseen data. However, this is not an issue as relevant 

and as puzzling as it may be thought. It would be if this were the case of the previous phase, 

but the task of the validation phase is not that of learning or training the NN. Hence, the NN 

will select exclusively the best combination and values of the hyperparameters, so that the 

model will perform at its best in the testing phase: this happens whether the values of loss 

decrease or increase overtime (and same can be affirmed for accuracy).  

Thus, considering the two figures just inserted, the best model saved was the one ‘represented’ 

at the peak of the curve in Figure 31, which corresponds to low loss values in Figure 30. This 

model was subsequently saved as a .pth file and loaded in the testing phase.  

    Finally, coming down to the last phase of the image classification task, the testing phase 

genuinely assessed the skill and ability of the NN at classifying the images inserted in the test 

set – which, to remind, had never been seen by the NN. The model was loaded, and it had to 

simply carry out an image classification task once again and the accuracy was printed at the 

end of the test phase. The model reached an accuracy of 0.82 on the test set. It is a relatively 

high and good results, considering the small sample in both the validation and testing sets, but 

more generally the whole dataset.  

For the testing phase, however, this was not the only analysis conducted. The value of the 

accuracy refers to the general and average accuracy of the entire model; nevertheless, there 

were 30 classes in total, and it was interesting to analyse the accuracies for each class, to test 

whether the model under- or overperformed in some more than others. In order to achieve this, 

a confusion matrix was created, and a list with the accuracies corresponding to each class was 

printed out. The results are shown in Table 8 below next to their corresponding class7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
7 During the NN training, however, these classes were transformed into numbers (from 0 to 29); however, those 

in the table are the classes taken from the dataset of metaphors, therefore they are essentially nouns.) 
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Class Accuracy Class Accuracy Class Accuracy 

Machine 0.9188 Acrobat  0.8873 Rock 0.6875 

Flower  0.9482 Person 0.6640 Butterfly 0.9151 

Money 0.9500 Lawn 0.6750 Dragonfly 0.7783 

Blanket 0.8214 Home 0.8387 Snow 0.6970 

Lion 0.9778 Heart 0.5397 Dancer 0.8412 

Rug 0.8528 Giraffe 0.9449 Prison 0.8817 

Professor 0.8571 Snake 0.7308 Street 0.8412 

Swan 0.9394 Sewer 0.8511 Skyscraper 0.8654 

Soldier 0.7972 Cloud 0.9504 Cotton 0.7383 

Chest 0.8793 Time 0.8272 Armor 0.8672 
 

Table 8. List of classes of the image classification task and their corresponding accuracies in the testing 
phase 

 

As it can be seen from Table 8, the model performed overall properly, with an average accuracy 

of above 0.7 for each class, aside from five – namely, person, lawn, rock, heart, and snow. Four 

of them have a slightly lower accuracy, between 0.66 and 0.69, which can be anyway 

considered appropriate. The class with the lowest value in accuracy is heart, with ca. 0.54 of 

accuracy: the reason for this being the case is rather difficult to find; it may be due to the type 

of images or the number of images contained in the given class. 

Notwithstanding this, for the vast majority of the classes, the saved model performed with high 

results and therefore can be considered successful as far as the image task recognition is 

concerned.  

    To sum up, the task – albeit embryonical, given the small dataset available – shows how this 

proof of concept, together with this type of NN (ResNet50), could be potentially used in a 

pipeline for visual metaphor interpretation. There are, however, limitations to this task, which 

are going to be delineated in a few chapters (please refer to 3.7 General discussion).  
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3.6 The pipeline 

 

    As it was explained in 3.4 Experiment 2, the scope of the project was that of creating a way 

for the machine to interpret visual metaphors. The task involves two sides: recognising the 

domains in the visual metaphor and use the classes to return adjectives appropriate to describe 

the metaphor. 

As far as the first task is concerned, the processes are more complicated compared to the 

adjective side. Hence, since there are different steps involved, a more complete pipeline was 

developed in order to make the system neater. It would also be appropriate to underline that 

given a certain visual metaphor, the first step would be that of recognising the source and the 

target contained in the image – this problem has been already discussed in chapter 3.1 The 

background. This task was, however, undoable, and therefore the pipeline starts from step two.  

    Once the model has recognised the two visual representations present in the image (one for 

the source and one for the target), the goal is that of performing a simple classification task – 

as the one described a few pages before. This process is necessary for the NLP side of the 

pipeline, since it is based on adjectives related to a certain PoS (namely, the source). Therefore, 

the classification needs to return the hopefully correct class for the given images.  

At this point, a condition has to be inserted: if the class returned by the classification task 

corresponds ‘perfectly’ to the noun representing the source or the target in the linguistic 

conceptual metaphor, a simple printing of that class is sufficient; however, if the class does not 

match the source or target, it has to be substituted with the more specific class. To make an 

example, as previously stated, for both ‘girl’ and ‘man’ the tar corresponding to the synset 

‘person’ was used (since they both are human beings). It would not be a relevant issue if 

‘person’ is left as a class – in other words, the meaning of the metaphor would not change for 

humans – but it would have an influence on the type of adjectives retrieved from the chosen 

source (in this case, Sketch Engine). Hence, the condition would be the following: if the 

target(s) are x, y, and z, the class will be substituted with ‘girl’, otherwise it will be substituted 

with ‘man’. In this way we would allow the model to choose more specifically related 

adjectives. Finally, the correct classes are printed.  

    The third step starts the NLP side. Firstly, the model takes as input the classes, and retrieves 

the adjectives for the source from a chosen database or website. Secondly, it filters them with 

the descriptive_adj set and stores them in a dictionary, which will be used later by the calc_sim 

function. Finally, it calls the function – this can be done in an iteration if multiple visual 
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metaphors need to be analysed – and this will return the first ten adjectives with the highest 

similarity. 

    At this point the only issue would be that of choosing the most appropriate adjective, given 

the fact that there appears to be no pattern on in the indexes. However, this problem will be 

addressed in the next section. Below is a pictorial representation of the above-described 

pipeline.  

 

 
 

Figure 32. Visual representation of the pipeline for visual metaphor interpretation 
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    Given the fact that both the accuracy for each class in the image classification task and the 

function’s precision at each metaphorical pair are available, it would be sensitive to combine 

the two analyses in order to obtain a plausible and preliminary accuracy of the model as a whole 

(for the time being considering only the 20 source-target pairs used for the image classification 

task). In Table 9 the metaphorical pairs and the corresponding total accuracy are presented8.  

 

Metaphorical pair NLP P@10 CV target acc CV source acc Overall acc 

Acrobat – Butterfly 0.5 0.89 0.91 0.77 

Ballerina – Dragonfly 0.4 0.84 0.78 0.67 

Giraffe – Skyscraper 0.6 0.94 0.86 0.8 

Girl – Armor 0.7 0.66 0.86 0.74 

Girl – Flower 0.7 0.66 0.94 0.77 

Man – Chest 0.7 0.66 0.87 0.74 

Man – Sewer 0.6 0.66 0.85 0.7 

Professor – Machine 0.5 0.85 0.92 0.76 

Soldier – Lion 0.4 0.8 0.98 0.73 

Street – Snake 0.6 0.64 0.73 0.66 

Teacher – Rock 0.3 0.85 0.67 0.61 

Flower – Blanket 0.7 0.94 0.82 0.82 

Snow – Blanket 0.6 0.67 0.82 0.7 

Man – Lion 0.6 0.66 0.98 0.75 

Ballerina – Swan 0.6 0.84 0.94 0.79 

Cloud – Cotton 0.5 0.95 0.74 0.73 

Lawn – Rug 0.7 0.67 0.85 0.74 

Home – Prison 0.4 0.84 0.88 0.71 

Heart – Rock 0.3 0.53 0.67 0.5 

Time - Money 0.6 0.82 0.95 0.79 

 
Table 9. Table of overall accuracy of final model per class. NLP P@10 = precision-at-10 for the NLP side 

of the task. CV target acc = image classification task’s accuracy for that target. CV source acc = image 
classification task’s accuracy for that source. Overall accuracy = plausible accuracy for the given couple 

considering the single accuracies.  

 
8 The accuracies for the image classification task have been rounded to two decimal numbers.  
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To conclude, the entire approach, as described by the pipeline in 3.6 The pipeline, plausibly 

returns overall accuracies above 0.6, which is in itself a robust result, although many of them 

are above 0.7 or even 0.8. It is possible to find only one instance where the accuracy was below 

0.6: for the metaphorical pair heart-rock, the overall accuracy plateaus at 0.5, due to both the 

accuracy for the class heart and the precision-at-10 for the NLP side of the pipeline. It is, 

however, important to underline that this is the case of exclusively one pair out of 20.  

Hence, it is safe to assert that the approach and model described by the pipeline are reliable and 

may be implemented in future work or bigger models. Nevertheless, the approach is not 

immune to limitations, which will be described in the next section.  
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3.7 General discussion 

 

    The aim of this project was that of finding an adaptable and computationally cheap approach 

for (visual) metaphor interpretation. As previously depicted, two experiments were carried out, 

the second being a consequence of the inconclusiveness of the first. There are a few points and 

topics to discuss; therefore, this chapter plans to go through each of them step by step, in the 

clearest and most exhaustive way possible.  

    Experiment 1 consisted in a rather weak method towards a fast and easy metaphor 

interpretation. Although the expectations for its results were not high, were the experiment to 

work, it would have been a substantial step forward.  

One particular consideration should be carried out regarding the adjectives chosen for the pair 

concept – maze, whose lists’ intersection returned some applicable adjectives. Although all 

these pertinent adjectives are potentially appropriate to be fed to a model in metaphor 

interpretation and could be used for whatever task is being tackled, it is not enough of a reason 

to consider this experiment successful. As a matter of fact, it is not possible to define a pattern, 

which could determine why for certain metaphorical pairs not a single adjective was found, or 

among the appropriate lists which of the adjectives should be considered (e.g., its index, its 

position in the lists and so on). Plus, even if the computer does find some appropriate adjectives 

for a given couple, in the same list there are adjectives that are antonymous. For instance, 

considering Table 2, it is true that it would be possible to consider ‘difficult’ as an appropriate 

adjective; however, the intersection also returned adjectives such as ‘simple’ or ‘easy’. There 

is not a univocal answer, or multiple answers with related meanings. Here, antonyms are 

inserted in the same list, from which it should be possible to retrieve at least one possible 

adjective. Hence, this issue alone is sufficient to say that this method is not solid and should 

not be proceeded, nor it needs further research.  

    What is more, even if further research is conducted and a way that would solve the issue is 

to be found, the problem of novel metaphors would still persist.  

Because novel metaphors, as already established, are nowhere to be present in corpora, which 

need to be used for this experiment, it would be extremely unlikely that the lists of the source 

and target in an unseen combination will have some appropriate adjectives in common. 

Experiment 1 as a whole was solely based on the fact that conventional metaphors are highly 

pervasive. By taking this feature away, the experiment would lose its own structure.  
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Therefore, it would be nonsensical to keep going down this path, which will lead nowhere, not 

only as far as novel metaphors are concerned, but also when it comes to conventional metaphors 

in the first place.  

    To sum up, the first experiment was to be considered inconclusive and, in addition, did not 

lead to any worthy opportunity. The idea at the bottom of it was intriguing since it was quite 

simple and straightforward. If the results were more encouraging, it would have been worth 

further investigating and potentially insert the approach in a pipeline, since it is not time-

consuming at all. However, this was not the case, and that is the reason why a second 

experiment was conducted. 

    Experiment 2 was meant to be a valid and anyway fast approach, albeit somewhat more 

complex. Overall, the analysis returned good results: arguably the most striking feature is the 

fact that participants always chose at least one adjective per source-target pair; hence, among 

the first ten adjectives, at least one was considered appropriate to describe the given metaphor. 

However, this is not to be considered 100% reliable, since – out of experience – participants 

tend to always choose one of the already given answers, even if it does not fit perfectly as an 

answer. This is the reason why, firstly, another fill-the-blank choice was made available and, 

secondly, why a further and more reliable analysis was carried out. 

Another interesting result derived from the analysis of precision-at-k, where the highest 

precision was returned at 𝑘 = 1. It could be argued that since precision-at-1 returned the best 

accuracy, the model could accept the first adjective return and still interpret the meaning of a 

(visual) metaphor 72.6% of the times. Nevertheless, for certain metaphors although many 

participants chose adjective with index 1, a larger number of participants chose another 

adjective with a different index. Thus, it would be fair to say that this last adjective is ‘more 

appropriate’ then the adjective #1 – according to the number of votes. This discrepancy led to 

the idea that although precision-at-1 has the highest value, precision-at-10 would be more 

informative. Moreover, considering the fact that there were two thresholds, although the first 

analysis considered as acceptable even adjectives with only one vote, it does not mean that this 

analysis is the worse one – and therefore, only the second analysis should be considered.  

Indeed, even if only one participant voted for one adjective, it must be considered, because for 

that person the metaphor could be interpreted in that way. It has been many times established 

that metaphors are subjective; hence, it would by hypocritical of eliminating adjectives with 

one vote. Accordingly, precision-at-10 with threshold set at 1 depicts the most explanatory 

performance of the approach.  
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The second compelling and surprising result was related to innovativeness. As delineated in 

the results section of experiment 2, the feature of innovativeness returned a p-value of 0.018 in 

the multilinear regression analysis. The analysis is suggesting that the more innovative a 

metaphor is, the more likely it is that the machine correctly predicts more adjectives, which 

could describe it. This is surprising because the expectation involved the exact opposite, 

namely that the more familiar or comprehensive a certain metaphor was, the higher would have 

been the precision of the function: indeed, innovative metaphors are less represented in corpora, 

upon which vector spaces are built. Thus, if the reasoning were correct, it would mean that 

more familiar metaphors are more frequent, and since they are more frequent in corpora as 

well, this would lead the function to return better results, because the metaphor has appeared 

many times. The fact that higher results are linked with higher degree of innovativeness does 

appear to be counter-intuitive; it is, however, valuable to highlight that this result may have 

some positive consequences for future work involving novel metaphors. As a matter of fact, it 

would be reasonable to expect that the function would return more appropriate adjectives if it 

encountered novel metaphors. The reason for this being the case is the fact that novel metaphors 

have the highest degree of innovativeness since they have never been uttered before. Therefore, 

with the idea of generally applying the method to metaphors in mind, this is a huge point in its 

favour.  

    As far as the image classification task is concerned, the results can be claimed to be in line 

with the results in CV, given the small number of images available, both for the training and 

the testing phases. Indeed, it is fair to assert that the classification of images in visual metaphor 

interpretation is not the main obstacle, since huge steps have been made in the recent times. 

The most relevant impediment would involve recognising sources or targets which are not 

physically present in the image: this may lead to some substantial mistakes. However, human 

programmers may intervene by making the model guess the absent source or target from other 

pieces of information in the picture – e.g., a logo, a name, another object which may be related, 

a text anchor, etc.  

The second problem, which was an issue for this project, and which should be resolved, deals 

with the absence of a robust, rich, and reliable dataset of visual metaphors. It may also be 

argued that not many visual metaphors are published, and therefore, this may cause the 

collection to be time-consuming and inconclusive. Unfortunately, in order to obtain good 

results with image recognition (especially when the bigger pictures contain more than one 

image representing different subjects) it is necessary to have large datasets. However, with time 

and patience it may also be possible to overcome this major issue. 
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    A few words should be spent discussing the pipeline, and the possible issues that may arise 

with it. The problem about image recognition has already been laid out. There may be another 

concern regarding the choice of adjectives to print out. Since it has been established that 

precision-at-10 is the most informative, it is also acceptable to claim that it supposedly possible 

to find an adjective that is appropriate for the metaphor in that range (namely, 10). The matter, 

however, is that the machine cannot return 10 adjectives, and the reason is twofold. On one 

hand, it would be redundant to print ten adjectives, so that speakers can choose one; although 

this would be more ‘personal’ it is neither effective nor practical. On the other, among these 10 

adjectives, there are some which are not appropriate to describe a given metaphor; hence, 

including them would be a wrong decision.  

The question, at this point, would be: which adjective(s) among the 10 should be printed out? 

The answer is more complex than it actually seems. It would be better to start from the 

standpoint that a bigger dataset of conceptual metaphors is needed in order to furtherly test the 

approach. Therefore, it could be possible to use the information retrieved from this work and 

the future projects, so that machines will already have some baselines. Therefore, simply, the 

knowledge is stored in the computer and can be recalled when it is necessary.  

When it comes to metaphors that have not been processed and stored in previous works, the 

situation is more complicated. It has been highlighted how innovativeness may play an 

extremely important role: this feature could be used at one’s advantage. If after a careful 

analysis, the precision-at-1 is high enough for novel metaphors, the first adjective in the 

returned list may be used as descriptor of the metaphor. If this is not the case, a more detailed 

and carefully thought-through theory should be developed and implemented to test the 

accuracy.  
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4. CONCLUSION 

 

    The project dealt with finding a possible pipeline for the interpretation of visual metaphors, 

hence involving both an image classification task and a function manipulating vectors to return 

adjectives, which could potentially interpret said metaphors.  

The results showed how the method is in itself reliable, returning good results especially when 

the threshold for the precision-at-k analysis was set at 1 (meaning, all adjectives with at least 

one vote were assigned value 1, the others were assigned value 0). A multilinear regression 

also demonstrated how more innovative conceptual metaphors were associated with higher 

results in the function’s precision in returning appropriate adjectives. This could lead to 

significant improvement when testing machines on their performance in interpreting novel 

metaphors, since novel metaphors are the most innovative metaphors existing.  

Moreover, the image classification task confirmed the possibility of using a NN like ResNet50 

to correctly classify the images for sources and targets in the conceptual metaphor represented 

in the visual metaphor. The results were in line with previous work on image classification, 

given the small dataset, and even the accuracies of each class were overall more than 

favourable.  

Finally, the pipeline appeared to return trustworthy and stable results, by unifying the two sides 

of the project, and therefore bring the task to a step forward, even if the pipeline proposed 

technically misses the first step involving the recognition of domains, which would require a 

further training and testing on a reliable and rich dataset.  

 

4.1 Limitations 

 

    Although the results for both the NLP task and the CV task are to be considered significantly 

good, it would be unfair to state that there are no limitations to this approach. As it will be 

explained in a few lines, the limitations involve both sides of the project. 

    As far as the NLP side of the project is concerned, the first limitation for this approach would 

be where to retrieve the adjectives related to the source, which are fundamental for the function. 

In this case – i.e., for this project – the choice fell on Sketch Engine (Kilgarriff, Rychlý, Smrz, 

& Tugwell, 2004), because of the possibility of chosen one particular corpus and have all the 

functions related to it in one single website, and because of the extremely useful and fast Word 
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Sketch: for this project the corpus used was the ukWaC (Ferraresi, Zanchetta, Bernardini, & 

Baroni, 2008); what is more, the words returned through Word Sketch are based on co-

occurrences within the corpus chosen, and this facilitates the process. Nonetheless, the ukWaC 

corpus is not the only source of adjectives (and more in general PoS) available: bigger or more 

detailed corpora may return different adjectives, or, better, a different list of adjectives. While 

this may be a minor limitation, since the website used would be always the same, it is a minor 

limitation that needs, however, to be taken into consideration.  
A second possible limitation to this approach may involve the use of fastText (Bojanowski, 

Grave, Joulin, & Mikolov, 2016). fastText is a static distributional model, and this may limit 

the way words are represented with vectors. To make an example by taking the word ‘house’: 

in fastText, the word ‘house’ is assigned always the same vector, whether it is inserted in a) or 

b) (I reinsert the sentences used previously, so it is not necessary to go back to the specific 

chapter).  

 

c) I can’t believe my parents just sold their house of 30 years.  

d) This house was built in 1934. 

 

There are, however, models like BERT (Delvin, Chang, Lee, & Toutanova, 2019) or ELMo 

(Peters, et al., 2018), where this is not the case, and because a) and b) are two different instances 

of the word ‘house’, this will be assigned two different vectors. In fastText, there is the 

possibility of retrieving and using vectors for ambiguous adjectives, which as a consequence 

may be inserted in the list, but should not be there, since the ambiguity makes the adjective 

unsuitable.  

Hence, in BERT, because there would be two different vectors, this may have an impact on the 

results. There is one point to make in regarding this second possible approach: metaphors do 

not change based on the context. If a speaker says I’m wasting my time, while in a certain 

situation, and then uses the same phrase in a completely different context, I’m wasting my time 

does not change its meaning. The adjectives that could describe the conceptual metaphor TIME 

IS MONEY, remain the same, in both contexts. Thus, using models like BERT may (or may 

not) be counter-productive, and a further testing is necessary to define whether this is true or 

not. 

One final limitation, which is worth to lay out, regards the dataset. Indeed, 84 source-target 

pair is not a small dataset for metaphors per se; yet it is still limited, and this may influence the 

accuracy of the approach. Thus, increasing the total number of pairs may increase the overall 
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precision-at-10. However, a discussion should be started since the types of metaphors 

influences the overall accuracy. As it has been pointed out earlier, the more innovative the 

metaphor was, the higher the precision.  

    As far as the Computer Vision side is concerned, it is also possible to find some limitations, 

which mainly derive from the task of treating metaphors, rather than the classification task 

itself.  

First of all, the most obvious limitation for this particular project concerns the number of 

images used to represent the sources and targets: since many sources and targets were abstract 

and since the database for images used was ImageNet (Deng, et al., 2009), many domains were 

not represented and there was no way of collecting thousands of images for the remaining 

domains. It is nonetheless an issue, which definitely has an impact on the results of the image 

classification task, even though it can be affirmed that the results are overall good for such a 

small dataset. Therefore, increasing the dataset would solve this minor limitation, albeit this 

will be discussed further in the next section.  

Finally, the major problem regarding the CV part of the project is the processing of complete 

visual metaphors – in other words, simply real and advertised images which have the goal of 

expressing a metaphor. Indeed, this significant limitation forced the work to be reshaped and 

redefined, since otherwise it would have been undoable. In terms of a future implementation 

of this approach, it could be a relevant impediment, which needs to be solved. The mechanism 

to solve it, yet, may take more than it is expected, since CV is making huge steps in image 

recognition, but the absence of images may cause real issues to the NN.  
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4.2 Future works 

 

    Given the fact that the results for both the NLP and the CV side are to be considered good, 

it may be worth spending a few words about the future work which may be conducted on the 

topic.  

As it was delineated in the previous section, one of the issues was the number of source-target 

pairs collected; this extends to both sides of the project. Already this detail about the dataset 

may lead to further and perhaps better results and may cast some light over certain patterns, 

e.g., the link between precision and innovativeness. Hence, it would be advisable to spend a 

few months building a big and rich metaphor of source-target pair and conduct the same 

psycholinguistic task that Coli (2016) presented in her thesis. This would lead to an increase in 

the number of images as well, which is vital to increase the accuracy of the NN in recognising 

the domains. This may however encounter some obstacles: while it is fairly easy to find 

conceptually metaphorical pairs for language tasks, it is not easy to find visual representations 

of highly abstract domains. Let us take for instance a very frequent target: ‘love’. Every speaker 

has used ‘love’ as a target while building an (unconscious) realisation of a conceptual metaphor 

(e.g., LOVE IS A JOURNEY). If speakers are asked to represent love with a drawing or a 

picture, they would most likely draw a stylized heart or two people kissing. This is a correct 

iconography for humans, which already know what love is, they feel it, and they themselves 

have represented love in that way before. For a NN this is extremely confusing: a stylized heart 

is always a heart, and it would be problematic for it to distinguish when the stylized heart 

represents love and when it is simply a stylized heart. It could potentially lead to terrible 

mistakes, which would have a cascading effect on the NLP side of the pipeline, and therefore 

on the whole interpretation of the visual metaphor. To sum up, finding images to increase the 

dataset of images representing the sources and targets may hinder the collection of metaphors. 

    One further step towards the interpretation of visual metaphors links to the recognition of 

domains in the bigger image. It is probably safe to say that for the majority of visual metaphors, 

even if one of the two domains is absent (cf. 1.1.4 Visual metaphors), there are many other 

features in the images that may help the NN recognise – or predict at least – the left-out domain: 

e.g., text anchors, brand names, logos, other figures, etc. There may be, however, complex 

visual metaphors, with which the NN may have significant and perhaps consistent difficulties, 

and this issue inserted in a bigger model or in context leads to inconclusiveness or a mistake 

because the NN cannot interpret the metaphor. Hence, it is important that research continues 
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with respect to image classification, so that it will be possible to find a computationally cheap 

way to interpret all ‘levels’ of visual metaphors (from simple and flashy, to hidden and 

difficult).  

    Another possible future work which derives from the results given by precision and 

innovativeness would be that of testing the approach (perhaps only the NLP side would be 

sufficient) on novel metaphors. The first step would be that of creating novel metaphors: since 

they are novel, they exist nowhere, and creating a dataset from nothing is time-consuming. A 

solution to this may be that of choosing a list of nouns which normally do not belong to 

conventional conceptual metaphors and create a survey where participants are asked to create 

metaphors with the list of nouns given (of the type X IS Y). Once the answers are registered, 

they should be filtered so as to be sure that there are no conventional metaphors. Finally, the 

last step would be implementing the function and analyse the results. If the prediction made on 

this thesis about novel metaphor – and based on the link between precision and innovativeness 

– is correct, the precision-at-10 is expected to be higher than the precision-at-10 with threshold 

at 1 of experiment 2. On the other hand, if the prediction is false, the precision will be lower. 

Testing exclusively the NLP side with this particular dataset is not counter-productive since 

the problem of novel metaphors relies in the language not the visual representation of the 

domains. Even if the visual metaphor is novel, the NN would still treat it as an image 

classification task, and therefore the results would, most likely, be the same. However, if it is 

necessary to further train the NN for other purposes, the whole pipeline can be implemented. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Below is inserted the whole 74-metaphor-long dataset, taken from Coli (2016), together with 

the psycholinguistic measures that she reported in her thesis.  

 

word_pair familiari
ty 

qualit
y 

innovativene
ss 

valenc
e 

concretene
ss 

comprehensibil
ity 

acrobata-
farfalla 

3.1 3.72 3.64 2.27 2.22 5.66 

alcol-
flagello 

5.12 4.56 2.56 -2.02 3.12 5.67 

rabbia-
veleno 

3.45 4.04 3.25 -2.23 5.43 4.34 

rabbia-
vulcano 

5.68 3.56 1.92 -2.11 5.61 6.26 

ballerina-
libellula 

6.49 6.21 3.22 1.58 1.78 5.22 

banchieri-
avvoltoi 

6.22 4.82 5.22 -1.98 2.03 6.01 

campana-
grido 

1.98 4.15 5.78 0.11 2.48 3.2 

libro-
viaggio 

5.98 3.46 3.45 2.56 2.66 5.83 

cammello-
taxi 

5.53 4.83 2.03 0.62 1.22 5.12 

cancro-
prigione 

6.01 5.22 2.65 -2.46 3.45 4.12 

bambina-
bocciolo 

5.98 3.04 4.5 2.4 1.54 4.6 

concetto-
labirinto 

5.45 6.09 5.78 1.24 6.78 5.43 

scrupoli-
siepe 

2.34 3.87 5.45 0.11 6.88 3.28 

discorso-
cometa 

2.18 2.56 6.18 0.89 5.22 3.88 

divorzio-
voragine 

2.89 4.78 3.49 -1.76 3.56 4.79 

divorzio-
bufera 

3.45 5.89 2.56 -1.87 3.48 5.09 

occhi-
finestre 

6.23 5.65 4.34 1.34 1.76 5.89 

sentimento
-labirinto 

2.12 4.87 6.02 2.43 5.13 4.98 

amicizia-
ancora 

4.98 5.48 3.36 2.43 5.76 6.12 

amicizia-
coperta 

2.21 3.56 1.56 2.4 6.02 6.23 
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giraffa-
grattacielo 

2.45 2.54 1.98 0.42 1.33 6.12 

ragazza-
cozza 

1.43 3.47 1.56 -1.24 1.76 6.48 

ragazza-
fiore 

1.56 6.24 1.47 2.11 1.88 6.56 

pettegolezz
o-voragine 

3.01 5.67 5.32 -1.78 3.2 5.22 

pettegolezz
o-virus 

5.43 6.26 4.56 -1.09 3.44 3.56 

nonno-
roccia 

6.12 6.03 1.76 2.11 1.89 6.09 

idea-
prigione 

1.29 5.67 4.45 -1.22 4.67 5.43 

idee-
diamanti 

2.32 3.45 5.34 2.12 4.88 4.62 

ignoranza-
mostro 

5.67 3.56 4.59 2.34 5.92 3.98 

malattia-
tempesta 

2.67 4.28 4.78 -1.32 4.32 5.44 

insulti-
rasoi 

3.23 3.22 5.23 -1.55 3.04 3.47 

carcere-
deliro 

3.46 3.92 4.92 -1.98 4.09 4.67 

gelosia-
mostro 

3.23 3.45 2.21 -2.6 5.89 4.04 

viaggio-
incubo 

6.01 6.28 2.98 -1.28 3.01 5.88 

cucina-
inferno 

5.46 5.44 2.36 0.32 2.34 4.84 

conoscenza
-pozzo 

4.43 3.89 2.97 2.56 5.43 4.22 

conoscenza
-viaggio 

4.43 5.83 4.67 2.41 5.21 4.56 

avvocato-
squalo 

6.22 3.92 2.12 0.24 1.86 4.22 

lezione-
sonnifero 

6.01 4.56 1.98 -1.7 2.87 6.09 

lettera-
bomba 

5.32 3.45 3.21 0.54 3.22 5.71 

bugia-
boomerang 

6.42 2.98 5.66 0.22 6.07 3.22 

vita-
viaggio 

6.22 4..45 1.76 2.36 5.66 6.29 

amore-
croce 

5.22 5.43 2.55 -2.2 6.78 4.42 

amore-
viaggio 

5.72 6.12 4.23 2.35 6.32 5.89 
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pranzo-
funerale 

2.12 6.12 4.35 -1.45 1.46 3.82 

uomo-
scrigno 

3.48 3.47 3.02 1.87 1.8 4.89 

uomo-isola 6.01 4.32 5.87 1.43 2.01 3.94 
uomo-
fogna 

5.92 3.94 2.11 -1.89 1.82 6.29 

matrimoni
o-inferno 

1.98 5.12 2.98 -1.31 1.58 4.78 

mente-
macchina 

5.28 6.12 4.98 2.43 2.13 5.82 

ministro-
trombone 

4.53 6.13 2.45 -2.32 1.66 5.89 

nipote-
ciclone 

2.56 4.27 1.98 1.76 2.21 6.24 

notizia-
bomba 

2.12 4.28 3.28 -0.32 2.03 4.82 

vecchiaia-
tramonto 

3.67 5.34 4.56 -1.76 1.78 5.55 

opinione-
pendolo 

4.32 5.22 3.45 -1.03 5.48 4.52 

festa-
uragano 

5.67 5.32 5.67 1.98 2.87 5.67 

politico-
camaleonte 

5.23 4.04 2.12 -2.18 1.78 5.93 

professore-
pozzo 

3.54 4.62 4.32 0.78 2 4.53 

professore-
macchina 

2.26 5.64 2.56 0.98 2.09 4.56 

ricercatore
-bulldozer 

6.01 4.32 5.87 2.43 3.07 3.94 

ricercatore
-vulcano 

3.45 5.91 2.03 2.56 2.78 5.34 

senatore-
fossile 

6.24 5.46 1.93 -1.97 4.58 6.28 

ombra-
velo 

6.54 2.98 6.72 0.34 3.22 3.23 

sonno-
abbraccio 

3.48 3.47 3.02 1.87 1.92 4.89 

soldato-
leone 

1.73 6.23 1.88 1.82 1.57 6.09 

strada-
serpente 

5.78 6.48 1.92 0.22 1.38 6.22 

insegnante
-roccia 

4.53 4.21 2.98 2.32 2.45 3.56 

ladri-volpi 4.54 5.12 2.98 -1.98 2.12 5.68 
pensiero-
uragano 

2.35 4.98 3.43 0.87 4.56 5.35 
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pensiero-
iceberg 

3.56 4.23 3.94 -1.09 4.52 4.87 

pensiero-
lancia 

3.03 3.12 4.21 -2.19 4.7 4.84 

albero-
scheletro 

3.4 3.13 2.07 -1.4 1.98 3.93 

parole-
ponti 

3.45 4.28 4.73 0.76 2.01 4.11 

parole-
rasoi 

4.34 4.09 4.52 -1.45 2.34 3.84 

 
Table 10. Dataset of 74 metaphorical pair from Coli (2016)  
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APPENDIX 2 

 

Below the complete results of adjectives returned by the machine (following its order).  

 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Acrob

at - 

butter

fly 

beaut

iful 

colou

rful 

prese

nt 

free-

flying 

enda

ngere

d 

nume

rous 

irides

cent 

plenti

ful likely 

com

mon 

Alcoh

ol - 

burde

n 

dispr

oporti

onate 

psych

ologic

al 

unacc

eptab

le 

subst

antial 

over

whel

ming 

signifi

cant 

consi

derab

le 

insur

mont

able 

unrea

sonab

le 

additi

onal 

Anger 

- 

veno

m 

partic

ular 

effect

ive 

powe

rful 

enou

gh 

deadl

y 

poten

t such black toxic much 

Anger 

- 

Volca

no  

spect

atular 

respo

nsible 

impre

ssive 

dange

rous 

explo

sive 

minia

ture 

under

water 

gigant

ic 

comp

osite 

subm

erged 

Danc

er - 

drago

nfly 

beaut

iful 

colou

rful 

migra

nt 

golde

n adult large 

golde

n 

scarc

e giant 

beelt

e 

Bank

er - 

vultur

e 

corpo

rate 

beard

ed 

raven

ous 

com

mon 

yello

w 

hungr

y black like adult rare 

Bell - 

screa

m 

blood

curdli

ng 

conti

nuous 

high-

pitch

ed 

terrify

ing 

occasi

onal 

hyste

rical 

terribl

e 

despe

rate 

horrib

le 

openi

ng 
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Book 

- 

journ

ey 

straig

htfor

ward 

extra

ordin

ary 

intere

sting 

unco

mfort

able 

fascin

ating 

unfor

getta

ble 

fantas

tic 

worth

while 

spect

acular 

remar

kable 

Came

l - taxi 

purpo

se-

built 

long-

distan

ce 

availa

ble 

collec

tive 

acces

sible 

expen

sive 

dedic

ated 

plenti

ful 

officia

l 

ordin

ary 

Cance

r - 

prison 

purpo

se-

built 

differ

ent 

notori

ous 

infam

ous 

milita

ry 

victor

ian 

juveni

le likely 

feder

al 

femal

e 

Child 

- bud 

under

groun

d 

discer

ning 

adven

titiou

s 

darlin

g little 

flowe

ring young 

point

ed 

healt

hy single 

Conc

ept - 

maze 

three-

dime

nsion

al 

traditi

onal 

math

emati

cal 

compl

icated 

fascin

ating 

dime

nsion

al 

deligh

tful 

wond

erful 

beaut

iful 

labyri

nthin

e 

Conc

ern - 

hedge 

impor

tant 

establ

ished 

surro

undin

g 

attrac

tive 

negle

cted 

impe

netra

ble likely 

straig

ht 

oppos

ite 

right-

hand 

Disco

urse - 

comet

  

spect

atular 

brillia

nt 

visibl

e 

ancie

nt 

perio

dic 

distan

t 

massi

ve active 

famo

us short 

Divor

ce - 

chas

m 

insur

moun

table 

philos

ophic

al 

spect

acular 

ideol

ogical 

appar

ent 

roma

ntic 

frightf

ul 

enor

mous 

botto

mless 

unbri

dgea

ble 

divor

ce - 

storm 

revol

ution

ary 

catast

rophi

c 

devas

tating 

spect

acular 

horre

ndous 

destr

uctive 

treme

ndous 

terrify

ing 

occasi

onal 

prove

rbial 
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Eye - 

windo

w 

appro

priate 

intere

sting 

comp

arabl

e 

perpe

ndicul

ar 

differ

ent 

impor

tant 

possi

ble 

suffici

ent 

availa

ble 

recta

ngula

r 

Feelin

g - 

maze 

three-

dime

nsion

al 

wond

erful 

deligh

tful 

compl

icated 

traditi

onal 

fascin

ating 

beaut

iful 

diffic

ult 

math

emati

cal 

confu

sing 

Frien

dship 

- 

ancho

r 

appro

priate 

emoti

onal 

temp

orary 

perm

anent 

powe

rful 

struct

ural 

existi

ng 

heavy

-duty 

intern

al 

suita

ble 

Frien

dship 

- 

blank

et 

perso

nalise

d 

lightw

eight 

prote

ctive 

availa

ble 

invisi

ble 

colou

rful 

luxuri

ous 

hand

made 

water

proof 

electr

ic 

Giraff

e - 

skysc

raper 

impre

ssive 

dram

atic 

massi

ve 

down

town 

tower

ing 

famo

us 

mode

rn giant 

bann

er sleek 

Girl - 

armor 

beaut

iful 

prote

ctive 

spirit

ual 

nume

rical 

ancie

nt whole black white 

rubbe

r magic 

Girl - 

flowe

r 

beaut

iful 

incon

spicu

ous 

spect

acular 

wond

erful 

differ

ent 

attrac

tive 

self-

pollin

ated 

brillia

nt 

impor

tant 

availa

ble 

Gossi

p - 

chas

m 

philos

ophic

al 

spect

acular 

insur

mont

able 

ideol

ogical 

appar

ent 

frightf

ul 

botto

mless 

enor

mous 

roma

ntic 

awes

ome 
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Gossi

p - 

virus 

impor

tant 

respo

nsible 

destr

uctive 

differ

ent 

availa

ble 

wides

pread 

diffic

ult 

preva

lent 

trans

missi

ble 

depe

ndent 

Grand

father 

- rock 

altern

ative 

progr

essive 

prese

nt 

diffic

ult 

simila

r 

classi

c 

weat

hered 

fine-

grain

ed 

shatt

ered 

psych

edelic 

Idea - 

prison 

differ

ent 

purpo

se-

built 

notori

ous 

infam

ous likely 

milita

ry 

victor

ian good 

juveni

le 

maxi

mum 

Ideas 

- 

diamo

nds 

magni

ficent 

brillia

nt 

beaut

iful 

expen

sive 

perfe

ct 

indus

trial 

imitat

ion 

polys

crysta

lline little 

pricel

ess 

Ignor

ance - 

monst

er 

unco

ntroll

able 

terribl

e 

horrib

le 

terrify

ing 

myth

ologic

al 

unde

mocr

atic 

mech

anical 

grote

sque 

invisi

ble 

legen

dary 

Illnes

s - 

storm 

catast

rophi

c 

devas

tating 

revol

ution

ary 

horre

ndous 

spect

acular 

destr

uctive 

terribl

e 

terrify

ing 

treme

ndous 

occasi

onal 

Insult

s - 

razors

/blade

s 

conve

ntion

al 

straig

ht 

dispo

sable 

electr

ic 

cutthr

oat 

plasti

c blunt sharp open cut 

prison 

- 

frenz

y 

unpre

ceden

ted 

destr

uctive 

collec

tive 

specu

lative 

despe

rate 

religi

ous 

curre

nt 

murd

erous 

verita

ble initial 
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Jealo

usy - 

monst

er 

unco

ntroll

able 

murd

erous 

green

-eyed 

terrify

ing 

terribl

e 

myth

ologic

al 

horrib

le 

feroci

ous 

legen

dary 

mech

anical 

Journ

ey - 

night

mare 

techn

ologic

al 

terrify

ing 

opera

tional 

compl

ete 

perso

nal 

poten

tial 

occasi

onal 

apoca

lyptic 

terribl

e 

totalit

arian 

Kitch

en - 

hell living 

perso

nal 

perfe

ct 

privat

e 

absol

ute whole 

burni

ng 

endle

ss 

blood

y fresh 

Know

ledge 

- font  

intere

sting 

impor

tant 

possi

ble 

availa

ble 

propo

rtiona

l 

prefe

rred 

stand

ard 

comp

atible 

diffic

ult 

specif

ied 

Know

ledge 

- 

journ

ey 

straig

htfor

ward 

extra

ordin

ary 

neces

sary 

intere

sting 

incre

dible 

essen

tial 

unco

mfort

able 

fascin

ating 

remar

kable 

worth

while 

Lawy

er - 

shark 

notori

ous 

occasi

onal 

reside

nt 

mech

anical 

prese

nt 

prehis

toric 

preda

tory 

inflat

able 

juveni

le 

buddi

ng 

Lectu

re - 

snooz

e  

comf

ortabl

e 

frequ

ent little 

minut

e brief usual 

gentl

e 

restfu

l quick light 

Letter 

- 

bomb 

incen

diary 

therm

onucl

ear 

explo

sive 

boun

cing 

home

made 

delay

ed 

capab

le close small 

unex

plode

d 

Lie - 

boom

erang 

cross-

shape

d 

left-

hand

ed 

massi

ve 

autog

raphe

d giant 

indoo

r huge    
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Life - 

journ

ey 

straig

htfor

ward 

extra

ordin

ary 

unco

mfort

able 

intere

sting 

unfor

getta

ble 

challe

nging 

worth

while 

comf

ortabl

e 

fascin

ating 

incre

dible 

Love 

- 

cross 

deligh

tful 

brillia

nt 

excell

ent 

functi

onal 

specu

lative 

attem

pted 

perfe

ct 

straig

ht 

dange

rous 

wond

rous 

Love 

- 

journ

ey 

straig

htfor

ward 

extra

ordin

ary 

intere

sting 

wond

erful 

unco

mfort

able 

fantas

tic 

incre

dible 

unfor

getta

ble 

fascin

ating 

spect

acula

r 

Lunc

h - 

funer

al 

magni

ficent 

altern

ative 

traditi

onal 

expen

sive 

splen

did 

elabo

rate 

repub

lican 

cere

moni

al 

dignifi

ed 

milita

ry 

Man - 

chest 

myste

rious 

minia

ture 

exclus

ive 

musc

ular 

victor

ian 

patie

nt 

massi

ve 

com

mon 

paint

ed 

hairle

ss 

Man - 

island 

spect

atular 

fascin

ating 

wond

erful 

beaut

iful 

myste

rious 

differ

ent 

attrac

tive 

pictur

esque 

impor

tant 

possi

ble 

Man - 

sewer 

exper

ience

d 

combi

ned 

under

groun

d 

critica

l 

existi

ng 

strate

gic 

stinki

ng 

defec

tive 

victor

ian 

adjac

ent 

Marri

age - 

hell 

perso

nal 

perfe

ct 

absol

ute 

privat

e 

etern

al living whole 

burni

ng 

endle

ss 

blood

y 

mind-

machi

ne 

intere

sting 

sophi

sticat

ed 

indep

ende

nt 

impos

sible 

neces

sary 

differ

ent 

accep

table 

intelli

gent 

opera

tional 

possi

ble 

 

Minis

ter - 

tromb

one 

princi

pal 

secon

d first 

contr

abass 

fourt

h 

mode

rn 

sopra

no third small tenor 
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Neph

ew - 

torna

do 

devas

tating 

sever

al 

proba

ble 

powe

rful 

dama

ging 

violen

t 

com

mon 

stron

g small 

deadl

y 

 

 

News 

- 

bomb 

 

 

incen

diary 

 

 

therm

onucl

ear 

 

 

explo

sive 

 

 

boun

cing 

 

 

home

made 

 

 

delay

ed 

 

 

capab

le 

 

 

small 

 

 

close 

 

 

ready 

Old 

age - 

sunset 

magni

ficent 

breat

htaki

ng 

sensa

tional 

spect

acular 

fantas

tic 

unfor

getta

ble 

beaut

iful 

wond

erful 

incre

dible 

pictor

esque 

Opini

on - 

pendu

lum  

politic

al 

uniqu

e 

comp

ound 

electo

ral 

simpl

e 

invert

ed 

magn

etic 

doubl

e 

ment

al heavy 

Party 

- 

hurric

ane 

catast

rophi

c 

devas

tating 

treme

ndous 

destr

uctive 

terribl

e 

perfe

ct 

powe

rful 

impe

nding 

frequ

net third 

Politi

cian - 

cham

aeleo

n 

poly

morp

hous 

celest

ial         

Profe

ssor - 

font 

intere

sting 

impor

tant 

propo

rtiona

l 

diffic

ult 

possi

ble 

availa

ble 

prefe

rred 

specif

ied 

stand

ard 

comp

atible 

Profe

ssor - 

machi

ne 

intere

sting 

sophi

sticat

ed 

indep

ende

nt 

intelli

gent 

impos

sible 

accep

table 

differ

ent 

excell

ent 

opera

tional 

neces

sary 
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Resea

rcher 

- 

bulld

ozer 

milita

ry 

armo

ured 

armor

ed giant 

yello

w heavy huge    

Resea

rcher 

- 

volca

no 

 

 

 

respo

nsible 

 

 

 

impre

ssive 

 

 

 

spect

acular 

 

 

 

under

water 

 

 

 

dange

rous 

 

 

 

comp

osite 

 

 

 

minia

ture 

 

 

 

explo

sive 

 

 

 

subm

erged 

 

 

 

gigan

tic 

Senat

or - 

fossil 

intere

sting 

well-

prese

rved 

spect

acular 

fascin

ating 

impor

tant 

invert

ebrat

e 

micro

scopic 

origin

al 

prehis

toric 

certai

n 

Shado

w - 

veil 

trans

paren

t 

transl

ucent 

impe

netra

ble 

diaph

anous 

unive

rsal 

corpo

rate 

delica

te 

discre

et light 

paint

ed 

Sleep 

- hug close then hard tight       

Soldi

er - 

lion 

magni

ficent 

full-

grow

n 

woun

ded 

cowar

dly 

feroci

ous 

enor

mous 

sleepi

ng 

friend

ly 

femal

e 

captiv

e 

Street

- 

snake 

dange

rous 

prese

nt 

non-

poiso

nous 

char

ming 

strikin

g 

enor

mous 

massi

ve 

slippe

ry 

poiso

nous 

tropic

al 

Teach

er - 

rock 

altern

ative 

progr

essive 

diffic

ult 

prese

nt 

fine-

grain

ed 

crysta

lline 

meta

morp

hic 

psych

edelic 

simila

r 

suita

ble 

Thief- 

fox 

indivi

dual 

contr

olling 

respo

nsible 

occasi

onal 

prese

nt 

adapt

able 

reside

nt little 

cunni

ng likely 
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Thou

ght - 

hurric

ane 

terribl

e 

catast

rophi

c 

treme

ndous 

devas

tating 

destr

uctive 

perfe

ct 

fearfu

l 

powe

rful 

impe

nding 

inten

se 

Thou

ght - 

iceber

g 

dange

rous 

prove

rbial 

enor

mous 

gigant

ic 

floati

ng 

subm

erged 

massi

ve 

might

y 

hidde

n dirty 

Thou

ght - 

spear 

three-

prong

ed 

secon

dary 

cere

moni

al ready 

blood

y single 

flami

ng long short 

slend

er 

 

Tree - 

skelet

on 

 

well-

prese

rved 

 

origin

al 

 

compl

ete 

 

prehis

toric 

 

struct

ural 

 

gigant

ic 

 

simila

r 

 

cartil

agino

us 

 

algori

thmic 

 

nume

rous 

Word 

- 

bridg

e 

neces

sary 

impor

tant 

pictur

esque 

origin

al 

availa

ble 

essen

tial 

diffic

ult 

compl

ete 

prese

nt 

dang

erous 

Word 

- 

razor 

conve

ntion

al 

straig

ht 

dispo

sable 

cutthr

oat 

electr

ic 

plasti

c blunt sharp open cut 

flowe

r	 -	

blank

et 

perso

nalise

d 

availa

ble 

colou

rful 

lightw

eight 

invisi

ble 

prote

ctive 

hand

made 

luxuri

ous 

water

proof 

electr

ic 

snow	

-	

blank

et 

perso

nalise

d 

availa

ble 

lightw

eight 

invisi

ble 

prote

ctive 

water

proof 

colou

rful 

luxuri

ous 

snow

y 

electr

ic 
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man	-	

lion 

magni

ficent 

full-

grow

n 

feroci

ous 

enor

mous 

cowar

dly 

sleepi

ng 

friend

ly 

young literar

y 

famo

us 

danc

er	 -	

swan 

beaut

iful 

reside

nt 

grace

ful 

nume

rous 

femal

e 

majes

tic 

friend

ly 

famo

us 

elega

nt 

prope

r 

cloud	

-	

cotto

n 

conve

ntion

al 

comf

ortabl

e 

lightw

eight 

availa

ble 

impor

tant 

associ

ate 

mater

ial 

opera

tive 

certifi

ed 

colou

red 

lawn	

-	

carpe

t 

includ

ed 

compl

ete 

cardb

oard 

luxuri

ous 

threa

dbare 

synth

etic 

sump

tuous 

surfac

e 

qualit

y 

premi

er 

home	

-	

priso

n 

purpo

se-

built 

differ

ent 

notori

ous 

victor

ian 

infam

ous 

milita

ry likely 

juveni

le 

feder

al 

maxi

mum 

heart	

-	

stone	 

incor

porat

e 

traditi

onal 

differ

ent 

hone

y-

colou

red 

diffic

ult 

origin

al 

availa

ble 

substi

tute 

prese

nt 

artific

ial 

time	-	

mone

y 

begin

ning 

insuffi

cient 

neces

sary 

indivi

dual 

forthc

omin

g 

additi

onal 

possi

ble 

suffici

ent 

impor

tant 

outst

andin

g 

comp

uter - 

dinos

aur 

techn

ologic

al 

intelli

gent 

compl

ete 

terres

trial 

prehis

toric 

politic

al 

desce

ndent 

warm

-

blood

ed 

dange

rous 

hot-

blood

ed 

 
Table 11. Results of experiment 2: adjectives returned by the function calc_sim 
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